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PREFACE 

This Manual is a collection of int•3rfacing information and sample applications which focuses on the 
internal register functions and methods for use of the V6366 PCDC (Panel Display & CRT Display 
Controller). We hope this Manual will be a useful reference during your use of the V6366. 
The V6366 incorporates the MC€t84S CRT Controller and is compatible with the IBM PC, so we re
commend that you refer to the following materials in conjunction with this Manual: 

• The MC6845 Data Book (for 19xample, the sections regarding "HD6845" and "HD6845S" of the 
Hitachi Microcomputer Data Book) 
• The sections regarding the "Monochrome Display" and "Color/Graphics Monitor Adapter" of the 
IBM PC Technical Reference 
• The Owner's Manual for the Hercules Graphics Card 
We hope that you will inform us 1of any comments and questions that you might have regarding the 
contents of this Manual. 

November 1986 NIPPON GAKKI, Ltd. 
Semiconductor Division 
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The PCDC (Panel Display & CRT !Display Controller) is a display controller that has the two functions: 
(1) the display control of a high-capacity flat-panel display (hereafter referred to as a "Panel") and 
(2) the display control of a raster-scan type CRT. By merely performing initialization, however, even 
the Panel can be used without changing the software for conventional CRTs, enabling the simple 
system configuration of a handh~~ld or portable computer which uses the Panel. (If so required, the 
PCDC can also be used to switch the display monitor between a CRT and a Panel.) 
The PCDC is compatible with 1the CGA (Color Graphics Adapter), MDA (Monochrome Display 
Adapter), and HGC (Hercules Graphics Card), all for IBM PC application. In case the software and 
hardware for connecting a regullar monitor come as a pair, the PCDC offers compatibility without 
requiring software changes (initialization is also unnecessary). Even in case of connecting different 
monitors, initialization will only be performed once at Power Start-Up, then compatibility will be 
available without requiring any software changes. It is thus possible, for example, to run CGA 
software using an IBM monochrome monitor and the Panel. (A gray scaling/hatching display can 
be used with a monochrome monitor.) 
Because the PCDC has the display capacity of the IBM PC as well as numerous other expansion 
functions, including Kanji display, Color Palette, and the capability to simultaneously display up to 
256 colors, a high-performance display system can be easily configured. 

1-1. FEATURES 

• All functions of MC6845 are built in (excluding the Interlacing & Video Mode and the Skew function). 
• In addition to a CRT or LCD, a EL and Plasma Display can also be connected. 
• A 640 by 400 PEL Panel can be driven (a 720 by 350 PEL Panel can also be driven). 
• A one-screen Panel or two-screen Panel (split into top and bottom halves) can be used. 
• Selection of 1-, 2-, 4- or 8-bit parallel transmission of data to the Panel. 
• A two-screen panel allows, at a maximum 1/256 duty, display of up to 512 lines. 
• A gray scaling/hatching display can be used with the Panel or a monochrome monitor. 
• IBM PC software for 640 by 200 PELs can be directly displayed on a 640 by 400 PEL screen. (An 

8 by 16 character font can be used, and can be displayed even in Double Scan Mode.) 
• In addition to the standard IBM PC Graphics Modes, a variety of other Graphics Modes are 

provided: 320 by 200 PELs x 16 or 256 colors, 320 by 400 PELs x 4 or 16 colors, 640 by 200 PELs 
x 4 or 16 colors, 640 by 400 PELS x 4 colors, 640 by 350 PELs x 16 colors, and so on. 

• A Protect Bit is provided for software protection. 
• An SRAM or DRAM can be used as the VRAM. (Because the timing for display and the CPU are 

separate, the CPU can access VRAM at any time (without awaiting the retrace-timing.)) 
• Built-in interface for the Light Pen 
• With a linear RGB monitor, 1i6 out of 512 colors can be simultaneously displayed. 
• With an EGA monitor, 16 out of 64 colors can be simultaneously displayed. 
• A Color Lookup Table can even be used with an IBM color monitor. 
• A Standby function is providE~d to conserve power dissipation. 
• Kanji display capacity of 16 by 16, 24 by 24 or 32 by 32 "PELs" (picture elements or pixels). 

(Attributes can also be used). 
• The font configuration can bet SE~lected. Horizontal: 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, or [8 x integer] PELs (capable 

of a mixed display of half-width and full-width text); Vertical: 1 to 32 PELs. 
• Capable of smooth scrolling and (in Interlace Mode only) external synchronization 
• The simultaneous display capability with an IBM color monitor and a one-screen LCD of 640 x 

200. 
e CMOS, 5V power supply, 100-pin QFP or 84-pin PLCC 
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2-2. PIN ASSIGNMENT 

2 ... 2-1. 100-Pin QFP 

1~ 1~ I~ I~ c c5 0 c5 cl 
8 8 

<( 

8~ 
<( <( <( 

8 --' '-.... '-.... '-.... '-.... '-.... '-.... '-.... '-.... 
<...> 3 /t3 x' 3 gj c c5 0 0 c5 cl c . Cl c5 0 0 3 x 0 <...> > <( <( <( > <( <( <( 3 <( <( <( <( 
0 

en 00 ,.._ <.O LO ""' M N C> en 00 ,.._ <.O LO ""' M N 0 
en en en en en en en en en en 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 

XA I 80 AD10/ADs 

WE 2 79 AD11/AD& 

(N.C) 3 78 AD1z/AD1 

OE 4 77 (N.C) 

LD1 5 76 AD13 

LDs 6 75 AD14 

LDs 7 74 AD1s/GPE 

LD4 8 73 MEMW 

LD3 9 72 MEMR 

LD2 10 71 MEMRDY 

LO, II 70 RA4 

LDo 12 69 RA3 

CSY 13 68 RA2 

BST 14 67 RA, 

(N.C) 15 I OOpin QfP (Top View) 66 RAo 

BLA 16 65 (N.C) 

HSY 17 64 BDIR 

VSY 18 63 CDo 

ESY 19 62 co, 
RD a 20 61 (N.C) 

RDs 21 60 CD2 

RD10 22 59 CD3 

RD11 23 58 co. 
RD12 24 57 CDs 

(N.C) 25 56 CD6 

RD13 26 55 CD7 

(N.C) 27 54 IOSEL 

RD14 28 53 (N.C) 

RD1s 29 52 IOW 

LSW 30 51 IOR 

c;;; N M ""' LO <.O ,.._ 00 en 0 N M ""' LO <.O ,.._ 00 en C> 
M M M M M M M M ""' 

.q "d' "d' "d' "d' ""' ""' ""' ""' LO 

I-

811-
1.1.J 8 8 8 (./) 

c:~ 6 0 c5 cl 0 0 a c5 . Cl 1.1.J 3 0 gj 3 < <( ~ 3 < 3 --' 0::: o::: c::: 0::: 0::: 0::: > Cl:: 0::: 0::: > 
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2-2-2. 84-Pin PLCC 

1~ 1~ I~ I~ 0 c5 a 0 0 0 0 c5 
<C <C <C <C <C <C <C <C 

----. ------ -----
. ....____ 

------ ------ ------ ------ ------
~ 

------
~ _J o c5 a c 0 0 0 0 c5 0 cl w I~ u lfrl x l:l c 0 0 0 

3: u x > <C <C <C > <C <C <( <C <( <( <( <C <( <C 
0 '<:I' M N 0 O") 00 ,.._ 

lO LO 
O") 00 ,.._ lO LO 

""" M N 00 00 00 00 00 ,.._ ,.._ ,.._ ,.._ r-

OE 12 74 AD13 

LD1 13 73 AD14 

LDs 14 72 AD1s/GPE 

LDs 15 71 MEMW 

LD4 16 70 MEMR 

LD3 17 69 MEMRDY 

LD2 18 68 RA4 
LD1 19 67 RAJ 

LDo 20 66 RA2 

CSY 21 
84pin PLCC (Top View) 

65 RA1 

BST 22 64 RAo 

BLA 23 63 BDiR 

HSY 24 62 CDo 

VSY 25 61 CD1 

ESY 26 60 CD2 

RDs 27 59 CD3 

RD9 28 58 CD4 

RD10 29 57 CDs 

RD11 30 56 CDs 

RD12 31 55 CD1 

RD13 32 54 IOSEL 

M '<:!' LO lO ,.._ 00 O") 0 ('\J M '<:I' LO lO r- 00 O") 0 N M 
M M M M M M M '<:!' '<:!' '<:!" '<:!" '<:!' 

""" """ '<:!' '<:!" '<:!' I.() LO LO LO 

I-

I~ I§ w 
c5 c5 

Cl) 0 c5 a 0 0 c 0 0 c5 l:l c::: 3: w c ..£ <i: <( cf Q Q c::: c::: c::: c::: c::: c::: c::: c::: > c::: c::: c::: > 
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2-3. DESCRIPTION 01: TERMINAL FUNCTIONS 

Signal Name 

Ao 

l 
A3 

CDo 

l 
CD? 

MEMRDY 

MEMW 

MEMR 

IOW 

IOR 
--
IOSEL 

RESET 
--
LSW 
-
LDT 

X1 

X2 

BDIR 

RAo 

l 
RA3 

RA4 

RDo 

l 
RD? 

RDa 

l 
RD1s 
-
EC 
-
OE 

CCL 

WE 
-
XA 

Vss 

Vss 

Voo 

Voo 

1/0 

I 

I 

1/0 

1/0 

0 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

110 

0 

0 

0 

110 

110 

110 

1/0 

1/0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I 

I 

I 

I 

·~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~-~~-

Terminal Functions 

Address for 1/0 register selection. Ao is also used for selecting the high or low byte. 

Data Bu s for the CPU 

Read/W rite Ready signal for th1~ Memory CO": Wait) 

, writing to Memory Controls· 

Controls· , reading from Memory 

Controls writing to the 110 registers 

reading from the 110 registers Controls 

Enable~ 

Reset si 

Light Pe 

Light Pe 

;ignal to the 1/0 Register D and ECO": Enable) 
~--~~~~-~---~~~~~~~~----! 

gna.I 

n Switch signal (At RESET, specifies an 8- or 16-bit Data Bus for VRAM) 

n Detection signal (At RESET, specifies VRAM from SRAM or DRAM) 

) For X 'tal oscillation or external clock input 

Directio1 1 control of the bi-direction buffer for the CPU Data Bus 

Raster/. 

Raster J 

Mode) 

Data bu~ 

Data bw 

Trans mi 

Output c 

Latch clc 

~ddress 

\ddress or AC Conversion signal (At RESET, specifies the Hercules or CGA 

; for VRAM {Low side) 

; foi: VRAM {High side) 

ssi<>n control for the RD Bus of Character Font Data 

ontrol {for SRAM) 

Controls 

:>ck for character codes 

. writing of VRAM 

CPU-re le :i.ted timing for VRAM 

) ov 

) +sv 
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----·-

Signa .I Name 
-
l(R 
-
l(C 
-
~AS 
-
:;AS 

A Do/; 

AD1/; 

AD2/I 

AD3/1 

AD4 

ADs/J 

ADa/J 

.AD1/, 

.ADa/, 

.ADg/, 

.AD10, 

.AD11, 

.AD12, 

.AD13 

AD14 

AD1s, 

~Do 

~D1 

~D2 

~D3 

~D4 

'ADs 

'ADa 

IAD1 

IGPE 

.D4 

.Ds 

.Da 

.D7 

.Do 

.D1 

.D2 

.D3 
--
B LA 

E ~ST 
(, 'SY 

H SY 

\f SY 

SY 

1/0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1/0 

--
Terminal Functions 

CPU RAS Address timing for DRAM 

CPU CAS Address timing for DRAM 

RAS for DRAM --
CAS for DRAM 

..., 

Addresses of 
> 

SRAM Addresses of 
>DRAM 

J 

J Also, OR output of Bits 0 and 1 of the Control Register in Hercules Mode 
..., 

Bo ' 
.., 

DB) Primary B LD4 

DG for IBM color Primary G 
for 

B1 LDs 

DR monitor Primary R 
>-EGA 

B2 LDa 

DI Secondary G 
monitor 

Go LD1 
--
BFP +-- +-- for linear LDo 

>-
G1 RGB monitor LD1 for 

> 
Secondary R G2 LD2 Panel 

Video Secondary B Ro LD3 
---
BLANK +-- R1 HSY 

Color Burst +-- R2 SCK 
--

Composite Sync +-- +-- VSY 

Horizontal 
(ECKl synchronization +-- +--

Vertical 
synchronization +-- +--

for external 
synchronization 
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3. 110 REGISTE~~S 

All operations of the PCDC are controlled by the settings of the 1/0 registers. For example, the setting 
of the monitor's cycle and Sync si~Jnal position is performed by the 6845 Index/Data Register, and 
the switching between the alphanumeric display and graphics display is performed by the Mode 
Register. A large number of th 1e 1/0 registers have IBM PC-compatible addresses and functions. 
The expansion functions for IBM PC, beginning the setting for the connection method with the Panel, 
are organized within the Register Bank. Therefore, by merely performing initialization at Power 
Start-Up, IBM PC software can be used without requiring any changes. (In case of the standard 
combination consisting of softwarn and a monitor which do not require the expansion functions, 
initialization also becomes unne~cessary.) 

ADDRESS D. ATA 
R/W 

Hex A3 A2 A1 Ao 07 Do Os 04 03 02 01 Do 
--

0,2,4,6 0 x x 0 x x 68451ndex w 
1,3,5, 7 0 x x 1 1584! 5 Data R/W ( x: Don't care) 

8 1 0 0 0 ~x Mode R/W * 
9 1 0 0 1 x x Color R/W * Preset Light-Pen (in Hercules Mode) 

A 1 0 1 0 §x s x x l Status R 

B 1 0 1 1 x x x x x x x x w Clear Light-Pen 

c 1 1 0 0 x x x x x x x x w Preset Light-Pen (in CGA Mode) 

D 1 1 0 1 x x _CB ank Address w 
E 1 1 1 0 Ban I< Data w 
F 1 1 1 1 Con 1trol/ID IR/W * 

NOTES: ______ _ 

1. The register marked with a. "~t" symbol can be read when RREG = ·1· (for a multi-tasking 
OS; see subsection 3-6-15, "Address 29H"). 

2. Registers D and E (Bank Address and Data) can only be written when the IOSEL pin is ·o-. 
(Furthermore, they cannot be written unless Bit 7 (Protect) of the Control/ID Register is 
· 1 ·.) 

3. When a write-only register is read, it will assume high-impedance status (and the BDIR pin 
will also output "O"). 

Writing to the registers is controlled by the IOW pin. (While IOW= T, the contents of Data Bus 
CDo-CD7 are written to the r,egisters). Reading of the registers is controlled by the IOR pin. (While 
IOR = T, the data from the regis1ters are output to Data Bus CDo-CD7.) With a 80 type CPU, writing 
to the registers is executed by the 1/0 OUT command, whereas reading of the registers is executed 
by the 1/0 IN command. A registE~r i:s selected according to the lower four bits of the Address signal 
from the CPU at the Ao-A3 pins. 

When an 1/0 register has been mad!, the conditions for output to Data Bus CDo-CD7 are as follows: 
[(1/0 Registers 8 + 9) x RREG + (110 Registers A + F) + 6845 Data Register] x IOR 
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In all o·ther cases, the 1/0 register will assume high-impedance status. The BDIR pin will also be 
set to ·1 · under the preceding conditions. Consequently, when PCDC is used as an MDA, the 110 
Registers C, D, and E will be assigned for printer use by IBM PC; however, even when those registers 
are read, there is no fear of their data colliding on the Data Bus. If the IOSEL pin is set to a decode 
value that differs from "3BH" for monochrome use, any attempts to write to the Register Bank will 
be unsuccessful (That is, even if the IOSEL pin is decoded as "3BH", the registers will be protected 
by Bit 7 (Protect) of the Control/ID Register.), thereby maintaining the PCDC's compatibility with IBM 
PC. 

3-1. 16845 INDEX/DATA REGISTERS 

6845 peirforms such functions as the generation of Horizontal and Vertical Sync signals, generation 
of the Refresh address to the VRAM for storing the Display Data, cursor control, Light Pen detection, 
and so on. 

x Reg. Data Preset 
Reg. Type R/W 

Inda 

A4 A3 A2 A1 Ao No. 07 Os Os 04 03 02 01 Do Mode 

Preset Mode 

Pre: 

0 0 0 0 0 Ro Horiz. Total 

0 0 0 0 1 R1 Horiz. Disp 

0 0 0 1 0 Rz Hsy. Position 

0 0 0 1 1 Rs: Sync. Width 

0 0 0 0 R4 Vert. Total 

0 0 0 1 Rs Vert. Adjust 

0 0 1 0 R6 Vert. Disp 

0 0 1 1 RT Vsy. Position 

0 0 0 0 Rei Interlace 

0 0 0 1 R9 Max. Scan 

0 0 1 0 R1o Cur. Start 

0 0 1 1 R11 Cur. End 

0 0 0 R12 Start Adr. {H) 

0 0 1 R13 Start Adr. {L) 

0 1 0 R14 Cur. Adr. {H) 

0 1 1 R1s Cur. Adr. {L) 

0 0 0 0 R1s Light Pen {H) 

0 0 0 1 RH Light Pen {L) 

V3 V2 V1 Vo I H3 H2 H1 Ho 

x x x 

x x x x x x xis 

x x x 

x l B p 

x x x 

x x .l 

x x _l 

x x _l 

w Pre 

w 
w OS 

w Pre 

w Pre 

w Pre 

w 
w OS 

w Fix 

w Pre 

w OS 

w OS 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R 

R _ ____, 

Preset value 
OS: 

Offset value 
Fix: 

Fixed to 
Non-Inter
lace Mode, 

Blank: 

D 

Use of 6845 
Register 

When PRE= "1' 

{ x: Don't caire) 

NOTES: 

1. A 11 "0" will be output when a write-only register is read (and the BDIR pin will also output 
T). 

2. When a read/write register is read, the registers marked with an "X" will output ·O". 
3. Bit 7 of R4, Rs, and R7 as well as Vs-Vo of Rs are valid only when 458 = ·1 ·. (The default status 

after Reset is 458="0". See subsection 3-6-5, "Address 3FH.") 
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3-1-1. Index Register 

The Index Register is a five·-bit address register for specifying Ro to R11 of the 6845 Register. Prior 
to writing to or reading Ro-R11, it is necessary to write the addresses to this register. 

3-1-2. Horizontal Total Reg;ister (Ro) 

This register sets the cycle for horizontal scanning. When the total quantity of horizontal characters 
is "M", "M-1" shall be written to this register. In Interlace Mode, the "M" value must be an even 
number. Set this "M" value to an 1even number in High Resolution Text Mode as well (because if 
the value is set to an odd numbE~r, it will be regarded as "an odd number + 1 "). 

3-1-3. Horizontal Displayed Register (R1) 

This register sets the total quantity of display characters per line, and is set with an arbitrary value 
that is smaller than the total quantity of horizontal characters. In High Resolution Text Mode, an 
even number shall be set (because the setting of an odd number will be regarded as "an odd number 
- 1 "). 

3-1-4. Horizontal Sync Posiition Register (R2) 

This register sets the position of thE~ Horizontal Sync signal, and is set in horizontal character units. 
An arbitrary value that is smaller than the total quantity of horizontal characters can be set. When 
the horizontal sync position is S43t to the "Hth" character, "H - 1" will be written to this register. 

3-1-5. Sync Pulse Width Register (Rl) 

This register sets the respective1 pulse widths for Horizontal and Vertical Sync signals. The pulse 
width for Horizontal Sync signals is set in horizontal character units within a range of 1-15 ("O" cannot 
be used) at the lower four bits of this register. The pulse width for Vertical Sync signals is set in 
horizontal scan units at its uppe1r four bits. When 4SS = T, a value in the 1-16 range (an "O" setting 
will be regarded as "16") can b~e set at the upper four bits; when 45S='O', the upper four bits will 
be set to "16" regardless of their contents. 

3-1-6. Vertical Total Regist4er (R4) 

This register sets the cycle for v 1ertiical scanning. When the total quantity of character-lines is "N", 
"N-1" will be written to this registier. 

3-1-7. Total Raster Adjust Register (Rs) 

This register adjusts the total quantity of scan lines per field, and the raster quantity that is appended 
to the end of one field shall be sett within a 0-31 range. Write "O" when a two-screen panel is in use. 
(In case the software prevents '''O" from being written, assume Preset Mode then set Vert. Adjust 
to "O" .) 
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3 .. 1-8. Vertical Displayed Register (R6) 

Thi:s register sets the time period for vertical display, and shall be set in character-line units to an 
arbitrary value that is smaller than the total quantity of vertical characters. 

3-1-9. Vertical Sync Position Register (R7) 

This register sets the position of the Vertical Sync signal, and is set in character-line units. An 
arbitrary value that is smaller than the total quantity of vertical characters can be set. When the 
vertical sync position is set to the "Vth" line, "V - 1" will be written to this register. 

NOTE:. :J 
l. When 45S = "1", writing to Bit 7 of R4, R6 and R7 can be performed; when 45S =·a-, however, 

·a- will be compulsorily written. 

3-1-10. Interlace Register (Ra) 

This register specifies the Raster Scan Mode. Setting the LSB "S" to ·a- will select Non-Interlace 
Mode; setting it to "1" will select Interlace Mode. (The Interlacing & Video Mode is not supported. 
The CUDISP Skew and DISPTMG Skew functions are also not supported.) 
In Interlace Mode, scanning will be performed so that the rasters of the odd fields will interpolate 
those of the even fields. 
In Non-·lnterlace Mode, these rasters of even and odd fields follow the same track. 
The Panel can only use the Non-Interlace Mode. 

3-1-11. Maximum Raster Address Register (R9) 

This register sets the quantity of rasters for one character-line, including the space between lines. 
When the raster quantity for one line is "RN", "RN - 1" will be written to this register. 

3-1-12. Cursor Start Raster Register (R10) 

This register specifies the Raster address for starting the cursor display as well as specifying the 
cursor display mode. The Raster address for starting cursor display is set at the lower five bits of 
this reoister, and the cursor display mode is specified at its higher two bits. 

[)6 

B 

x 

0 

05 
p 

0 

1 

1 

--------

Cu rsor Display Modes 

Cursor blinks in 16-field cycles (ON : OFF ratio = 1 : 1) 
- --

Cursor is not displa yed 

Cursor blinks in 32-field cycles (ON : OFF ratio = 1 : 3) 

3-1-13:. Cursor End Raster Register (R11) 

This register sets the Raster address for ending the cursor display. 

10 
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0 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 9 _______________ ,_______ ___ 

Cursor Start Address = 8 
Cursor End Address == 9 

0 
I 

2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Cursor Start Address = 1 
Cursor End Address = 5 

0 
I 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 

Cursor Start Address = 7 
Cursor End Address = 1 

Cursc>r !;etting Values and Display Examples 

The Cursor Start Address and Cursor End Address will generally satisfy the following condition: 

0 ~ Cursor Start Address ~ Cursor End Address ~ Maximum Raster Address 

However, in case the relationship between the Cursor Start and End Addresses is the opposite of 
the above, the cursor will be displayed as split into top and bottom halves. If only the Cursor End 
Address is larger than the Maximum Raster Address, the cursor will be displayed at all rasters (in 
character units). Conversely, if only the Cursor Start Address is larger than the Maximum Raster 
Address, the cursor will not be displayed. 

3-1-14. Start Address Registers (R12, Ru) 

These registers set the Memory Adclress for starting the screen display. (R12 is the high-order portion 
of the address, and the total address consists of 14 bits). By dynamically rewriting the contents of 
these registers, paging and scrolling can be easily performed. 

3-1-15. Cursor Address Registers (R14, R1s) 

These registers set the Display Address of the cursor. (R14 is the higher-order portion of the address, 
and the total address consists o·f 14 bits.) 

3-1-16. Light Pen Registers (lh6, R17) 

These registers memorizes the Detiection Address for the Light Pen. (R16 is the higher-order portion 
of the address, and the total address consists of 14 bits.) Since the Memory Address at the rising 
edge of the Light Pen Strobe si~1nal (LDT pin) is memorized, it is necessary to consider the delay 
of the Light Pen Detection Circuit and rectify the Memory Address. With LCDs and similar panels, 
this register is invalid (that is, the register can be read, but its contents will have no meaning). 

3-1-17. Precautions on Usage 

Be sure to write to the Cursor Address Register during the horizontal/vertical retrace timing, and 
write to the Start Address RegistE~r during the displayed timing. For the other registers, avoid writing 
during display as much as possible (in case writing is performed, a momentary flickering of the screen 
may occur). Especially in the case of the Horizontal Total Register, Vertical Total Register, Interlace 
Register, and Maximum Raster Adclress Register, the scanning cycles are likely to become chaotic. 
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If Bit 3 (Enable Video) of the Mode Register is set to "O', the display will be switched OFF, eliminating 

the need to consider the timing for writing to the registers. 
The CRT Controller 6845 is available in two types, 6845 and 6845S, which are slightly different. 

The relationship and differences between these two types and the PCDC are summarized as follows: 

DiffE ~rent Functions 

lnterlac ing & Video Mode 

I Sync signal Vertica 
Pulse w 'idth 

-· 
Skc~w fu nction 

Start Ac ldress 

6845 6845S 

The method for setting the quantity in the vertical direction, 
the quantity of rasters per line, and the cursor display are 
different. 

Fixed to 16-raster width Programmable from 1 to 16 

None DISPTMG and CUDISP have 
the Skew function 

Reading impossible Reading possible 

PCDC 

No support 

Similar to 6845 when 
458= ·a· 
Similar to 68458 when 
45S= ·1· 

None 

Reading possible 

display (When Start Cursor 
Add res. 
Address 

Displayed split into top and No display Displayed split into top and 
'' is larger than End bottom halves bottom halves 
. ) 

·--1 
_ _, 

Cursor 
(Wlhen I 

Display Mode Cursor does not blink Cursor does not blink Cursor blinks every 161'ields 

Vell'tical 

Bit quar 

3= P=O) 

-direction setting 

itity of registers 

7 bits 7 bits 7 bits when 458= ·a· 
8 bits when 458= ·1· 

-...J 

NOTES:~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~--, 

·1. The registers for setting the vertical direction indicate the Vertical Total Register (R4), Vertical 

Displayed Register (Ra), and Vertical Sync Position Register (R7). (With PCDC, the bits up 

to Bit 8 can be set.) 
2. The Default status after RESET of PCDC is 45S = "O'. 
~3. The IBM-PC sets the cursor display mode at B = P = O while enabling the 16 field blinking in 

the external circuit. 

3-~l-18. Sample Setting Values using IBM PC 

Reg. 

No. 

R 0 

R I 

R 2 

R 3 

R 4 

R 5 

R 6 

R 7 

R 8 

R 9 

R 10 

R 11 

t 

CGA Hercules 
!------------.------ -·--·--·- t------.. --~~-----t 

Text Text 
1--- Graphic Graphic 

80 x 25 40 x 25 80 x 25 

Reg. Type 

- -·-----·- .. -------f------........... - .... _________ .. _ ~------t----------j 

Horiz.Total 71 38 38 61 35 

Horiz.Disp 50 28 28 50 2D 

Hsy.Position 

Sync.Width 

Vert.Total 

Vert.Adjust 

Vert.Disp 

Vsy.Position 

Interlace 

Max.Scan 

Cur.Start 

Cur.End 

SA 

OA 

IF 

06 

19 

IC 

02 

07 

06 

07 

2D 

OA 

IF 

06 

19 

IC 

02 

07 

06 

07 

12 

2D 

OA 

7F 

06 

64 

70 

02 

01 

52 

OF 

19 

06 

19 

19 

02 

OD 

OB 

oc 

2E 

07 

SB 

02 

57 

57 

02 

03 

(in Hexadecimal) 

·t~--1 ____ , ______________________ _ 



Generally, the values listed in the preceding table are the setting values for IBM PC. In the following, 
the horizontal/vertical cycle shall be calculated from the master clock frequency. 

1. Since the master clock frequency of CGA is 14.318 MHz, a character unit in Graphies Mode consists 
of 16 PELs, and Ro (Horiz. Total) is "56" in decimal, the horizontal cycle will be as follows: 

14.3118/16 
----- = 0.01569956 MHz~ 15.7 KHz 

56+ 1 

R4 (Vert. Total), Rs (Vert. Adjust), and R9 (Max. Scan, which determines the bank number for bank 
switching) are respectively" ·127", "6", and" 1" in decimal, and the quantity of scan lines becomes 
(127 + 1) x (1 + 1) + 6 = 2162 lines, so that the vertical cycle will be as follows: 

15.69956 
---- = 0.05992 KHz ~ 59.9 Hz 

:262 

These values are close to the values of Horizontal Cycle = 15.75 KHz and Vertical Cycle = 60 
Hz, which are the specifications of the IBM color monitor. 

2. Since the master clock frequency of HGC is 16.257 MHz, the font configuration in Text Mode is 
9 by 14 PELs (Max. Scan is determined according to the 14 PELs in the vertical direction), and 
Ro is "97" in decimal, the horizontal cycle will be as follows: 

rn.257/9 
---· = 0.01843.197 MHz~ 18.43 KHz 

~~7+1 

R4, Rs, and R9 are respectively "25", "6", and "13" in decimal, and the quantity of scan lines 
becomes (25 + 1) x (13 + 1) + 6 = 370 lines, so that the vertical cycle will be as follows: 

18.43197 
--- = 0.049816 KHz ~ 49.8 Hz 

370 

These values are close to the values of Horizontal Cycle = 18.432 KHz and Vertical Cycle = 

50 Hz, which are the specifications of the IBM monochrome monitor. 

3-2. MODE REGISTER (110 Register 8) 

(Cleared by RESET) 
Bit 0 High Resolution Text 

1 Graphics 
2 Black/White 
3 Enable Video 
4 High Resolution Graphics 
5 Blink 
7 Page Set 

NOTE:~~~~~~-

(Can be read when RREG = · 1 ·) 
(Fixed to "1" in Hercules Mode) 

(Fixed to "1 '' in Hercules Mode) 

(Fixed to "1 "' in Hercules Mode) 

(Valid only in Hercules Mode) 

ln Hercules Mode, Bit 1 (Graphics) can only be written when Bit 0 of the Control/ID Register 
is T. Bit 7 (Page Set) can only be written when Bit 1 of the Control/ID Register is · 1 ·. 

This register sets the Operating Mode. The function of each bit is described as follows: 
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Bit 0: Selects the tE~xt resolution for Text Mode (Bit 1 (Graphics) = 'O'). When Bit O = ·1 .. (High 
Resolution Text Mode), the data from the CG-ROM is sequentially displayed in PEL. units; 
however, wh1en Bit 0 = "O' (Low Resolution Text Mode), the data is expanded so that two 
PELs (a Double PEL) are displayed at a time. 

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

0 • • 0 •• •• 
I • • I •• •• 
2 • • 2 •• •• 
3 • 3 •• 4 • 4 •• 
5 • 5 •• 
6 • 6 •• 
7 7 

Bit 0 = 'f Bit 0 = ·o· 
Bit 1: Selects either Text Mode or Graphics Mode. Setting Bit 1 = T selects the Graphics Mode. 

Bit 2: Selects either Color or B/W Mode. This bit is only valid for Composite signals and 2 Bit 
Graphics Mode, however, and RGB output will result in color display regardless of this 
bit's set value. When Bit 2= T, the B/W Mode will be assumed and the Color Burst signals 
for Composite signals will not be output. 

Bit 3: Controls the Display ON/OFF status. When switching modes, be sure to switch the display 
OFF for a fixed period to avoid the display of disorderly contents on the screen. When 
Bit3= 'O', the display will be switched OFF. Atthis time, the display of the cursor and border 
will be continued. 

Bit 4: Selects the resolution of Graphics Modes. Setting Bit 4= T selects High Resolution 
Graphics Mode. With IBM PC, Bit 4= '1' will result in a 640 by 200 PEL Graphics Mode 
and Bit 4 = 'O' will result in a 320 by 200 PEL Graphics Mode. 

Bit 5: Controls the blinking of text (valid only in Text Mode). When Bit 5 = T, the MSB of Attribute 
assumes blinking control and one out of eight colors can be selected for the text back
ground. Whem Bit 5= 'O', blinking will be disabled and one out of 16 colors can be selected 
for the text background. A blink cycle consists of 32 fields. 

Bit '.7: The Hercules Mode employs 32K bytes for one screen. The 64K-byte FULL Mode has the 
capacity for two pages, however, and the page is selected by Bit 7. When Bit 7 = '1', the 
second page will be displayed. 

The mode settings for IBM PC are summarized below. (For details on the Operating mod43S, see 
Cl-IAPTIER 4, "OPERATING MODES.") 

5 4 

1 x 

1 x 

x 0 

x 1 

Mode Reg. 
Bit 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

MODE 
:~ 1 0 

0 0 Low Resolution Text 

0 1 High Resolution Text 

1 x Low Resolution Graphic 

·1 1 x High Resolution Graphic 

l Black/White 

,---Enable Video 

,---Blink 

14 

IBM-PC 
Standard Mode 

40 x 25 A/N 

80 x 25 A/N 

320 x 200 GR 

640 x 200 GR 

x. Don t care 



3-3. COLOR REGISTER (110 Register 9) 
·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Bit 0 SEL-B 

l G 

2 R 
Selects the border/background colors 

3 

4 SEL-lntensified l 
5 SEL-Color Set 

Selects the color in 2 Bit Graphics Mode 

This register performs color spE~ciflcation of the border color in Text Mode or color selection in 
Graphics Modes. 

Bits 0-3: Specify the border color in Text Mode or Graphics Modes (excluding 1 Byte High Resolution 
Graphics Mode). In 2 Bit (four-color) Graphics Mode, they also specify the background 
color. In 1 Byte High R:esolution Graphics Mode, they also specify the color of the PELs. 
Bits 0 to 3 respectively specify B, G, R, and Intensity. 

Bit 4: Specifies the intensity of Colors 1-3 in 2 Bit (four-color) Graphics Mode. 

Bit 5: Selects one of two color settings (SET1 or SET2) in 2 Bit (four-color) Graphics Mode. Setting 
Bit 5 = "1" selects SET2. When Bit 2 of the Mode Register is "1", both SET1 and SET2 will 
become identical. 

The colors in 2 Bit (four-color) Graphics Mode are summarized as follows: 

Color 
C1 Co 

0 0 Backgroun 

O Color 1 

O Color 2 

Color 3 

NOTES: ______ _ 

I 

d 
SEL 

I 

SEL 
IN 

SEL 
IN 

SEL 
IN 

SET1 

R G B 
SEL SEL SEL 

R G B 

0 1 () 

1 0 () 

1 1 () 

1. The background color is spE~cified by Bits Oto 3. 

I 
SEL 

I 

SEL 
IN 

SEL 
IN 

SEL 
IN 

SET2 B/W=1 

R G B I R G 
SEL SEL SEL SEL SEL SEL 

R G B I R G 

0 1 1 
SEL 

0 1 IN 

1 0 1 
SEL 

1 0 IN 

1 1 1 
SEL 1 1 IN 

B 
SEL 

B 

1 

0 

1 

2. SELIN is equivalent to Bit 4, and the SET1/SET2 selection is performed by Bit 5. 
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3-4. STATUS REGISTER (IJO Register A) 

Bi·t 0 Hsync Display Timing 
1 Light Pen Trigger Light Pen Trigger 
2 Light Pen Switch Light Pen Switch 
3 Video Vsync 
7 Vsync 

i i 
Hercules Mode CGA Mode 

This read-only register is used to know the LSI internal status. For a large number of 6845 registers, 
including the Cursor Address Register, it is advisable to perform writing during the horizontal/vertical 
retrace1 timing; and it is advisable to write to the Start Address Register during the displayed timing. 
It is thUJs necessary to know the LSI internal status (retrace timing or displayed timing). At this time, 
the Status Register shall be used. (If Bit 3 (Enable Video) of the Mode Register is "O', the display 
will be switched OFF, eliminating the need for considering the timing for writing to the re~1isters.) 
The functions of each bit are as fol lows: 

Bit 0: Indicates the timing of Horizontal Sync signals in Hercules Mode (when Bit 0 = "1"), or 
indicates the displayed timing in CGA Mode (indicating that displayed timing is in process 
when Bit 0 == "O'). 

Bit 1: Indicates the contents of the Light Pen flip-flop which shows whether or not the Light Pen 
Address has been newly memorized at the rising edge of the Light Pen Strobe signal. 
(LDT pin) Bit 1 = "1" indicates the memorized status. 

Bit 2: Indicates the status of the Light Pen's Switch signal (LSW pin). (For IBM PC, Bit 2 = "O' 
indicates the Switch ON status.) Since chattering prevention circuit is not built-in, chattering 
must be eliminated by software. 

Bit 3: Indicates that Video Dot data is being output in Hercules Mode. This bit is for testing 
purposes and a "1" setting indicates that the data is being output. It indicates the Vertical 
Sync signal in CGA Mode (when Bit 3 = "1"). 

Bit 7: Indicates the Vertical Sync signal only in Hercules Mode (when Bit 7 = "1"). ("O' will be 
output in CGA Mode.) 
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3-5. CLEAR/PRESET LIGHT PEN 

Preset Light Pen 
Clear Light Pen 

1/0 9 
1/0 B 

i 

110 c 
1/0 B 

i 
Hercules Mode CGA Mode 

The Light Pen flip-flop that indicates whether the Light Pen Address has been newly memorized 
can be cleared by writing to 110 R:egister B (any data can be written). Setting of the Light Pen flip-flop 
can be accomplished by writing to 1/0 Register 9 in Hercules Mode or to 1/0 Register C in CGA Mode. 
(Since this bit is for testing purposE~s, any data can be written at such time.) 

The procedure for reading t:he Light Pen Address is as follows: 

1. Clear the Light Pen flip-flop by writing to Renister B. 
2. Read to Status Register to know whether or not the Light Pen flip-flop was set at the rising 

edge of the Light Pen Strobe signal. 
3. If it was not set, repeat St 1ep 2 above. 

If it was set, read the Light Pen Address (R16 and R11) then return to Step 1. 
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3-6. BANK ADDRESSES AND DATA 

A ddress 

As A4 
~-

0 I o 
o I o 

I 
I 
I 

o I 
I 

o I 
----1...----,-
1 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 0 
---+ 
1 1 I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1 1 I 
1 1 I 
--~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I __ __L 

A3 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

A2 

0 

0 

~ 
1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

A1 Ao 
·-, 

O I O 
I 

0 I 1 
I 
I 
I 

1 I 0 
I 

1 l 1 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

Data 

D7 De Ds D4 D3 D2 D1 Do 

x x x x x R2 R1 Ro 

x I G2 G1 Go I x B2 B1 Bo 

~ x x x x x R2 R1 Ro 

x j G2 G1 Go} x_ B2 B1 Bo 

Duty 

H size 

Vadj 

SCT SCU H adj 
GRM FON 

MON ULE 2 1 0 2 1 0 

~ CLK SYTH HERC SRAM 8BUS 16CP BINH 1 o 
PB PAG 

RM A15 EXP 1 0 2 1 0 

LS 
1 0 IEN EXTS llNH ACM CPLE PRE 

RIM] 
2SCR SWC VST SSY SSCK HIE 1 0 

EH STBY RREG ESIO 4 3 2 1 0 

TST SS 
2 1 0 4 3 2 1 0 

CON 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

-------1 

Horiz. Total 

Hsy. Offset 

Vsy. Offset 

Sync. Width 

Vert. Total 

x x x Vert. Adjust 

x x x Max. Scan 

F/O I 1 TOS ~--'-· 
--j 

Cur. Offset 

Horiz. Total 

Hsy. Offset 

Vsy. Offset 

Sync. Width 

Vert. Total 

GOE HOB LAS Vert. Adjust 

x x x Max. Scan 

I GOS UL. Position 45S 1 o _ _.__ 

(
The bank address is automatically incremented] 
each time data is written in (110 register - E). 

Color Palette #0 

Color Palette #15 

Pre 

OS 

OS 

Pre 

Pre 

Pre 

Pre 

Pre 

OS 

OS 

Pre 

Pre 

Pre 

Pre 

6845 Preset Data (For Text) 

6845 Preset Data (For Graphics) 

x: don't care 
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The expansion functions from IBM PC are organiz:ed within the Register Bank by Registers D and 
E. Register D serves to specify 1the address of a register bank, and Register E serves to set the data. 
(The configuration is similar to that of the 6845 Index/Data Register.) Since the addresses of the 
register banks are provided with an Auto Increment function, the mere setting of the first address 
will cause the successive addresses to be automatically incremented by one each time data is written 
to Register E. In the case of the Collor Palette and 6845 Preset Data, this convenient function enables 
data to be consecutively written. 
Due to their relationship to the expansion functions from IBM PC, Registers D and E are provided 
with software protection by a double-protection feature. Data can be written to the registers only 

--- ~--

in the case both the IOSEL. pin is ·o- and Bit 7 (Protect) of the Control/ID Register is T. Because 
the contents written to the register are valid regardless of the IOSEL and Bit 7 (Protect) status, IBM 

--
PC software can be run with confidence if the IOSEL = T and Bit 7 (Protect)= ·o- settings are im-
plemented as soon as initialization is completed. 

3-6-1. Color Palette (Addn~sses OOH-1 FH) 

Regarding the PEL color data IA.GB as input, the Color Palette has a 16-address x 9-bit data capacity 
with respect to the data that is to bo converted to the PEL color data which will actually be displayed. 
Consequently, if three bits each of the nine-bit data are respectively assigned to R, G, and B, then 
and a linear RGB monitor is connected via a digital-to-analog converter, any 16 out of 512 colors 
can be simultaneously displaye1d. If an EGA monitor is connected, six bits can be used as a Color 
Palette for a simultaneous display of any 16 out of 64 colors. And if an IBM color monitor is connected, 
four bits can be used as a Color Lookup Table. In any of the above cases, CPLE must be set to ·1 · 
(For the linear RGB monitor, the SWC = ·1· setting is also required.) When CPLE = ·o-, the Color Palette .. 
will not operate and the PEL color data IRGB will be directly output. The functions of each bit of the 
Color Palette and their method for use with each monitor is summarized below: 

Bit Name for 
Color Palette 

R2 

R1 

Ro 

G2 

G1 

Go 

B2 

B1 

Bo 

Linear HGB 
Monitor 

R13d 21 

R13d 2° 

Grnen 22 

Grnen 21 

Grnen 2° 

Blue 22 

Blue :21 

Blue :2° 

-+--

EGA Mc itor 

Second 

Second 

Second 

Prima 

Prima 

Prima 

a ry B 

a ry R 

a ry G 

ry 

ry 

ry 

R 

G 

B 

IBM Color 
Panel 

Monitor 

Intensity 

Intensity 23 

Intensity 22 

Intensity 21 

Intensity 2° 

I 

R 

G 

B 

-------------------

The monochrome monitor can also be used in a manner similar to the Panel. 
Intensity is used with a monochrome monitor or a plasma display capable of gray scaling. 

For the Panel, the Color Palette is also used for converting the PEL color data either to a specified 
half-tone or to a specified hatching pattern. (With a monochrome monitor, the Color Palette can 
similarly be used for converting to a half-tone or a hatching pattern.) Since the Panel cannot perform 
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color display, in the case CGA software has been executed, the color data will be indistinguishable 
unless the color data is converted to some half-tone or hatching pattern. The Color Palette iis used 
for correspondence of the colors with the half-tone and hatching patterns (and must be usE~d with 
CPL.E = T). 

One datum of the Color Palette consists of two bytes, and writing of the data must be performed in 
the sequence of an even address byte followed by an odd address byte. The data will actually become 
valid fo1r the Color Palette upon writing an odd address byte. 

3-6'-2. Gray Scaling and Hatching 

In case of display of the CGA software, the Panel (including Monochrome monitors) will be incapable 
of color display and gray scaling, so the display pattern cannot be distinguished. In such cases, 
by synchronizing Fields 3 and 4 and changing the transmission frequency of the display data, a graded 
display can be achieved and converted to a hatching pattern which deals with the color display 
problem. Because the response rate of an LCD is slow, this method for applying a grayin~] scale 
is very effective. But the use of a hatching pattern is recommended because flickering of a ~1raying 
sca~e will result when a quick responsive papel (plasma display, EL or monochrome monitor) is 
used. When R1-G1 is set at the upper four bits of the Color Palette, the display will be converted 
to gray scaling and Hatching according to the below correspondence. (A combined display of gray 
sca~ing and hatching is also possible.) 

R1 Ro G2 G1 

0 0 0 0 Display OFF 

0 0 0 1 L__...fl 1/4 

} Gray Scaling 0 0 0 ~ 2/4 

0 0 1 1 LJ 3/4 

0 0 0 100% 

0 0 1 n u-, 
} Combination of Gray 

0 1 0 LJ"'L_J"I 
Scaling and Hatching (1/2) 

0 1 1 LrLn 
0 0 0 LJ"1 1/3 

}Gray Scaling 
0 0 1 L.11 2/3 

0 0 1/3 

0 2/3 

0 0 3\1 

~~~~13~ 0 1 3\2 Hatching 

0 213 3\ 1 3\2 1/3 2/3 213 1 /2 
1/2 

With CGA graphics software, a four-color display is adequate, so it is re.commended that the user 
sets the gray scaling and hatching of his/her own preference. (Since a maximum 16-color display 
is possible in Text Mode, it is recommended that MON be setto ·1 ·to convertto a monochrome display, 
then a clear display be implemented (Set Black as Display OFF and White as 100%.).) 
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With a monochrome monitor or a Panel capable of Intensity input, if IEN is set to ·1 · and Intensity 
is set for output to LD7-LD4j a goocl gray scaling or hatching display can be achieved. (A double
sequence input can be made to the monitor so high or low intensity can be used even for hatching 
alone.) 

3-6-3. 6845 Preset Data (Addr1esses 30H-36H, 38H-3EH) 

In cases of executing CGA softwarn with an IBM color monitor or executing Hercules software with 
an IBM monochrome monitor, the~ software and monitor form a standard combination. In such cases, 
proper operation can be achiev43d by setting PRE== 'O' (Default status after RESET) and using the 
6845 Register as is. In cases of ex1ecuting CGA software with an IBM monochrome monitor or ex
ecuting CGA software (for 640 by 200 PEL display) with a display having a 640 by 400 PEL display 
area, it will become necessary to convert the data for 6845 Register to values suitable for the monitor 
being used. Since certain softwan3 may switch often between Text and Graphics Modes, merely 
initializing the 6845 Register will not result in proper operation in some cases. (The 6845 is rewritten 
upon changing modes, resulting in improper operation.) To cope with this problem, the 6845 Preset 
Data is provided. (There are two types of Preset Data each for the Text and Graphics Modes, so 
proper operation is ensured eV43n if the mode is switched.) That is, the registers related to the 
horizontal and vertical cycles, which are fixed values according to the monitor (The values cannot 
be rewritten by software. With the IBM PC software, however, the values written to 6845 and those 
suitable for the monitor are diffe1rent.), are set to Preset values (When PRE= ·1 · in Preset Mode, the 
Raster Scan Mode will always be fixed to Non-Interlace Mode.) then used in place of the 6845 Re
gisters (thereby enabling the setting of horizontal and vertical cycles that are suitable for the monitor 
in use). Moreover, the Offset value is introduced to the registers related to the horizontal/vertical 
sync position and the Cursor Start/End Raster Addresses, which are values that can be rewritten 
by software but will not directly match the monitor in use, so that the contents of the 6845 Registers 
will be shifted by this Offset value for use. Furthermore, the other registers, which have a high 
possibility of being rewritten by software but can be used directly with no problem, the 6845 Registers 
shall be used as they are. · 
The 6845 Preset Data is only valid! when PRE= ·1 ·in Preset Mode. The Preset value for the Horizontal 
Total and the Offset value for the Horizontal Sync Position should be written with values in High 
Resolution Text Mode. In Low Resolution Text Mode, these values will be automatically halved for 
use. 

3-6-3-1. Horiz. Total (Addresses 30H, 38H) 

This is the Preset value for the Horizontal Total Register (Ro). In Preset Mode, this value is 
used in place of the Ro value. Its setting procedure is identical to that for the 6845 Register 
Ro. 

3-6-3-2. Sync. Width (Addresses 33H, 38H) 
This is the Preset value for the Sync Pulse Width Register (R3). In Preset Mode, this value is 
used in place of the R3 value. Its setting procedure is identical to that for the 6845 Register 
R3. (In Preset Mode, this function is equivalent to the 45S = '1' status, regardless of the 458 

setting.) 
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3-6-3-3.. Vert. Total (Addresses 34H, 3CH) 

This is the Preset value for the Vertical Total Register (R4). In Preset Mode, this value is used 
in place of the R4 value. Its setting procedure is identical to that for the 6845 Register R4. 

3-6-3-4.. Vert. Adjust (Addresses 35H, 30H) 

This is the PresE~t value for the Total Raster Adjust Register (Rs). In Preset Mode, this value 
is used in place of the Rs value. Its setting procedure is identical to that for the 6845 Hegister 
R6. 

3-6-3-5.. Max. Scan (Addresses 36H, 3EH) 

This is the Preseit value for the Maximum Raster Address Register (R9). In Preset Mode, this 
value is used in place of the Rg value. Its setting procedure is identical to that for the 6845 
Register R9. 
Even in cases where the monitor and software do not form the standard combination, this register 
enables the use of a font suitable to the monitor. For example, CGA software that employs a 
font of an 8 by 8 PEL matrix can be displayed on a monochrome monitor that uses a 9 by 14 
PICL matrix (when this register (Address 36H) is set to ODH.) 

3-6-3-6. Hsy. Offset (Addresses 31H, 39H) 

This is the Offset value for the Horizontal Sync Position Register (R2). In Preset Mode, this value 
is added to the 6845 Register R2 value for use. Since the Offset value is expressed in two's 
complements, it can be set in the range of -128 to + 127. In the case an underflow occurs 
due to the offset, the sync position is regarded as OOH. Attention is required because no 
countermeasures are provided in case of an overflow. If no offset is desired, write OOH to the 
Offset value. 

3-6,-3-7. Vsy. Offset (Addresses 32H, 3AH) 

This is the Offset value for the Vertical Sync Position Register (R7). In Preset Mode, this value 
is added to the 6845 Register R7 value for use. Since the Offset value is expressed in two's 
complements, it can be set in the range of -128 to + 127. (Care is necessary when a negative 
value will be set, because unless such setting is performed with 45S set to '1', '1' will not be 
written to its MSB.) In the case an underflow occurs due to the offset, the sync position is re
garded as OOH. Attention is required because no countermeasures are provided in case of an 
overflow. If no offset is desired, write OOH to the Offset value. 

3-6-3-8 Address 3DH 

01 De Os 04 03 02 01 Do 

I GOE HOB LAS I Vert. Adjust 

(GOE, HOB, and LAS are cleared by resets.) 

(1) LAS: Output tho preset values for the llght pen address 

With multitasking software such as MS Windows or Sidekick, it is necessary to know whether 
display is handled in A/N mode or in graphics mode. In the PCDC when RREG goes to '1', it 
is possible to read the mode registers, etc. but on CGA boards for the IBM-PC, this ·function 
is lacking so thE~ mode is inferred with the light pen address. (When the software operates 
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through the BIOS, the currient mode is written in the BIOS RAM, so there is no need for such 
inference, but some software ('for example, Lotus 1-2-3) changes the mode directly without going 
through the BIOS, so this type~ of inference is necessary.) For example, such as MS windows 
when the start of display is detected f.rom the display timing status, the light pen address is 
latched by the preset light pen (1/0 C) and the address (the value near the start address (R12, 
R13) of the 6845) at the start of display is read in. In addition, when the rising edge of the Vsy 
status is detected, the light pen address is latched by the preset light pen again and the address 
at the end of display is read in. The current display mode is inferred from the difference between 
the address at the end of display and the address at the start of display. 
Sidekick assumes OOOOH as the start address for the 6845, latches the light pen address with 
the preset light pen when the falling edge of the Vsy status is detected to read in the current 
address, and infers the current display mode from this address. Thus when the progress of 
addresses differs from that for a CRT, as it does for example for LCDs that are divided into top 
and bottom halves, then the special software compatibility is lost and misoperation occurs. 
The way that this problem is handled is that when LAS is set to T the preset values are output 
to the light pen address for •:lach mode and the system operates just as if a CRT were connected. 
Here are the preset values. 

Display mode 
During the vertical 

During display 
retrace 

40 x :25 A/N 04xxH OOxxH 
80 x :25 A/N 09xxH OOxxH 

Graphics 1 1 xx H OOxxH 

Note: Only R"l6 (uppermost bit of the light pen address) is preset. 

(2) HDB: Dlsable Hercules mode 

When Ms Word (Version 4) is started up, it checks the status of Bit 7. If this bit is active, the 
system judges that an HGC is connected and begins writing the data into Page 1. If the PCDC 
used with a full Hercules circuit, there would be no problem, but with a half-hercules board 
(which can only display Page 0) such as the PCDC evaluation board and with MDA circuits, there 
is misoperation. (When WORD/C is entered, there is no problem, but when just WORD is keys 
in, there are problems. Version 3 asked which board was being used, so this problem did not 
occur with Version 3.) This problem is handled by setting HDB to ·1· so that Status Bit?, Control/ID 
Bit 1 and Bit 0, and Mode Bit 7 do not function, providing compatibility with MDA. 

(3) GOE: Output ·1 • to GPE 

GPE is the OR of the outputs from Bits 0 and 1 of the Control/ID register and is used in space 
management for the VRAM. (See A 15 in 3-6-12.) However, since Bits 0 and 1 of the Control/ID 
register are only valid in Hercules mode, in CGA mode they could not be used. (Therefore, even 
though the PCDC evaluation board had 32K bytes of VRAM, only 16K bytes could be used in 
CGA mode.) A bit, GOE, has been established that can set GPE to 1 to make it easier to manage 
space in the VRAM. 
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3-6,-4. Address 371-1 
(Cleared by RESET) 

TDS 1,0: Double Scan control (for Text Mode) 

TDS 
1 0 

O O none 

0 

0 

1.5 x 
1.75 

2 [

200 Line --+ 3001 
200 Line --+ 350 

200 Line --+ 400 

Software for CGA (requiring a 640 by 200 PEL display area) is based on a font with eight vertical 
PELs. In case this software will be run either with a monochrome or EGA monitor having 350 vertical 
display lines or with a display having a 640 by 400 PEL display area, two methods can be considered. 
One me~thod involves preparing a separate font and setting the Maximum Raster Address to a value 
suitablE~ for the monitor. The other method involves performing Double Scan control of the rasters 
and using the font for CGA. (A monochrome or EGA monitor employs a 1.75x Double Scan, whereas 
a display with a 640 by 400 PEL display area employs a 2x Double Scan.) 
As shown below, Double Scan control repeats scanning of a Raster Address according to a given 
convention and is a method for increasing the total quantity of rasters. In case of 2x Doubh~ Scan, 
the same Raster Address is output two rasters at a time. 

0 ----- 0 0 0 
1 ----- 0 0 0 
2 ----- 1 1 1 
3 ----- 2 2 1 
4 ----- 2 2 2 
5 ----- 3 3 2 
6 ----- 4 ---- 3 3 
7 ----- 4 4 3 

5 4 4 
6 5 4 
6 6 5 
7 6 5 

7 6 
7 6 

7 
7 

none 1.5 x 1.75 x 2 x 

(The numerals on the left indicate the Raster Address and the bar indicates the raster .. ) 
In case the total raster quantity is a multiple of four, the raster quantity will be increased 
according to the multiplying factor of the settings listed in the above figure. In other cases, 
however, the multiplying factor may differ from the setting. Because Double Scanning 
will be performed in two- line cycles even when the maximum raster quantity is two (re
garding the maximum raster quantity as the equivalent of four), the raster quantity will 
bei increased by the multiplying factor which conforms to the setting. Note that Double 
Sc:an control will affect neither the pulse width of Vertical Sync signals nor the Total Ras1ter 
Adjust value. 
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(1) Cur. Offset: Sets the Offset value for the cursor 

In case CGA software will be used with a monochrome monitor, display is possible by Double Scan 
control. In cases of using a separate font without relying on Double Scan control or of using MDA 
software with either an IBM color monitor or a Panel having a 640 by 200 PEL display area (Double 
Scan control is dedicated to expanded display and cannot be used for condensed display), the 
maximum raster quantity written by the software varies from the value suitable for the monitor. 
(Because the MDA software uses a ~~SO-line display and the IBM color monitor uses a 200-line display, 
they each require a different number of rasters per character in order to display the same 2S 
characters.) Consequently, the cursor position must also be changed accordingly. For example, 
as shown be~ow, the MDA software attempts to display the cursor at Raster Addresses BH and 
CH; with the IBM color monitor, however, the cursor must be displayed at Raster Addresses 6H and 
7H. (For the IBM color monitor, the Raster Address per character only goes up to 7H.) In such a 
case, use Cur. Offset to shift th1e PCDC-internal Raster Addresses for the cursor by + S, thereby 
respectively converting Raster Addresses OH to 7H into SH to CH. This method thus allows the cursor 
to be displayed at Raster Addre:sses 6H and 7H. 

0 ----- 0 5 0 0 -2-0 

I --**-- ----- I 6 I )( )( I -1-0 
2 )( )( ----- 2 7 2 )( )( --------**-- -- 2 0 
3 ----- 3 8 3 ---·----- )( )( 3 
4 ----- 4 9 4 4 2 

5 ------- 5 A 5 ------- 5 3 
6 

L 
88 6 @ 6 6 4 

7 88 7 © 7 7 5 
8 i 8 8 6 

9 Raster Address 9 9 7 
A after Offset A A 8 

@ 88 (Offset value) @ 88 

~ 
B 9 

© 88 © 88 c A 
D D 88 D @ 

(Offset value) 88 E © 
F D 

i 
(Monochrome (IBM color (Monochrome (640 by 400 PEL Raster Address - -monitor) monitor) monitor) monitor) after Offset 

Although CGA software will attE~mpt to display the cursor at Raster Addresses 6H and 7H, it must 
be displayed at Raster AddressE~s 13H and CH in the case of a monochrome monitor. (If the cursor 
position is not offset, it will appear in the center of the character.) In this case, use Cur. Offset to 
shift the Raster Addresses for the cursor by - S, thE~reby respectively converting Raster Addresses 
OH to DH into -SH to BH. (A ne!gative value resulting from underflow shall be corrected by "OH". 
In this case, therefore, the values wrn be converted into OH to BH.) This method thus allows the cursor 
to be displayed at Raster Addresses BH and CH. 
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0 ------- 0 - s-o 0 0 -1-0 

I ___ ** ______ 
-~----- I -4-0 I )( )( ------ I -6-0 

2 ___ ** _______ 2 - 3-0 2 )( )( ---------- 2 - s-o 

3 ------- 3 - 2-0 3 3 - 4-o 
4 -------- 4 - 1-0 4 ----- 4 - 3-o 
5 -------- ------- 5 0 5 5 -2-0 

~=:--=\ . )( x 6 @--e-e-- 6 - 1-0 
x )( 7 2 <J) 00 7 0 

8 3 )( )( 8 I 

9 4 -- )( )( 9 2 
- 5 -------- A 5 A 3 

(Offset value) O O B @ -7 B 4 
----f3B---·-·- -- c <J) (Offset value) ----- c 5 
----------------- D 8 00 - D @ 

----e-e-- - E <J) 

F 8 

t t 
(IBM color - (Monochrome (Raster Address (IBM color (640 by 400 PEL (Raster Address -monitor) monitor) after Offset) monitor) monitor) after Offset) 

Since tlhe Offset value is expressed in two's complements, the range of its setting is from -16 to 
+ 15. In case an underflow occurs due to the offset, it shall be corrected to "O". If the Offset is 
unnecessary, write all 'O' (the default status upon RESET). 

(2) F/O: Selects the fi:Ked cursor 

If F/O == 'O', similar to the description of Cur. Offset, the cursor position corresponding to the value 
set by the software is shifted to a value suitable for the monitor in use. In this case, no problem is 
posed by the usual set values of IBM PC (which are set so that the cursor is displayed at the bottom 
of the characters). If the cursor position is set to display the cursor at the top of the characters, 
howevE~r. the cursor will either be displayed at the center of the characters (represented by the "X" 
markecl in the preceding figure), not be displayed at all, or be displayed at all rasters for one character. 
To prevent such display, the cursor position is fixed (the Raster Addresses that have been offset 
for the cursor are displayed at the 2H and 3H positions) and a mode has been provided which does 
not rely on setting the~ Cursor Start/End Registers by software. (This mode is assumed by setting 
F/O=T.) 

0 - 9-0 
I ------- - 8-0 
2 ------ - 1-0 

3 - 6-o 
4 - s-o 
5 ----------- - 4 - 0 

6 - 3-0 
7 ------ - 2-0 
8 -------------- - I - 0 
9 ---------- 0 
A------- I 

(B) oo (Z:) 
(Q 00 Q) 
D ----- 4 

t 
(Raster Address 
after Offset) 

(Monochrome t 
monitor) (Offset value) = -9H 

0 ----------- - 4 - 0 
I --------- - 3 - 0 

2 ------------ - 2 - 0 
3 - 1-0 
4 --------- 0 
5 ------- I 

@ 00 (Z:) 
(7) ---e-o--- Q) 

t 
(Raster Address 
after Offset) 

t 
(Offset value)= -4H 

(IBM color 
monitor) 
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0 -s-o 
I ------- -A-O 
2 -9-o 
3 - s-o 
4 - 1-0 
5 -6-0 
6 -s-o 
7 - 4-0 
8 - 3-0 
9 - 2-0 
A --~--------- -1-0 
B 0 
c ------ I 

(0) --e-e---- (Z:) 
CE) ----Ge-- Q) 

F 4 

t 
(640 by 400 PEL (Raster Address 
monitor) after Offset) 

t 
(Offset value) == -BH 



3-6-5. Address 3FH 

I I GOS L UL p " . 4ss 1 0 .. os1t1on 

0 0 0 0 O 0 ~ Default values due to RESET 

GOS 
1 0 

0 0 none 

0 1.5 x 
0 '1.75 

2 [

200 Line ~ 300] 
200 Line ~ 350 

200 Line ~ 400 

This register performs Double Bean control similar to that of TDS1 and TOSO of the preceding 
subsection 3-6-4, "Address 37H." GDS1 and GDSo are used in Graphics Modes, whereas TDS1 and 
TDSo are used in Text Modes. In case of CGA graphics software employing 640 by 200 PELs will 
be used with a monochrome monitor, 1.5x Double Scan is used. Similarly, 1.75x Double Scan is 
used with an EGA monitor, and 2x Double Scan is used with a Panel having a 640 by 400 PEL display 
area. (The monochrome monitor has 350 display lines in the vertical direction. With the CGA Graphics 
Mode which can only display 640 PELs of the horizontal 720-PEL display area, however, a 300-line 
display is recommended out of consideration for the aspect ratio.) 
Though the maximum raster quaintity for CGA graphics software is two, Double Scan is performed 
in two-line cycles (regarding the maximum raster quantity as the equivalent of four), so the raster 
quantity will be increased by the multip~ying factor which conforms to the setting. 

0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 1 

0 ----- 0 0 
1 1 0 

1 1 
1 

none 1.5 x 1.75 x 2 x 

(The numeral on the left indicates the Raster Address, and the bar indicates the raster.) 

(1) UL. Position: Controls the Underline position 

When ULE = ·1 ·in Text Mode, und13rlining equivalent to one raster will be displayed (In Double Scan 
Mode, a two-raster underline may be displayed according to the Raster Address) for characters that 
are specified to have a BLUE Fornground (the lower 3 Bits of Attribute is "001 "). For specifying the 
position indicating the Raster Address to be displayed with underlining, however, UL. Position is 
used. For a monochrome monitor, the default underline position upon RESET becomes CH. Set the 
underline position to 7H for an IBM color monitor, or to EH for a display having a 640 by 400 PEL 
display area. If the set value is greater than the Maximum Raster Address, no underlining will be 
displayed. 
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(2) 455:: Enables the Ei845 Expansion Functions 

Writing to the MSB can be performed to the registers which set the vertical direction (Vertical Total 
Registe~r (R4), Vertical Displayed Register (Rs), and Vertical Sync Position Register (R1)) as well 
as to the MSB of their corresponding 6845 Preset Data (Vert. Total and Vsy. Offset) only when 
458 = ··r. (When 45S == 'O', 'O' will be compulsorily written.) Because the written contents will be 
valid rngardless of the 45S value, however, it is possible to set 45S = '1' at initialization, write the 
6845 Preset Data, then later set 45S = 'O' and execute the IBM PC software. 
ThE~ pulse width of Vertical Sync signals becomes programmable according to the settin~1 of the 
Sync Pulse Width Re~Jister (R3) and the settings of the higher four bits V3-VO of its corresponding 
6845 Preset Data (Sync. Width), but 45S = 'O' will set a constant 16-raster width. Preset Mode con
stantly functions as if 45S = T (regardless of the actual 45S setting). 

3-6-6. Address 20H (Duty) 

This register sets the duty of a two-screen Panel (split into top and bottom halves). (The reciprocal 
of the duty value equals the number of lines per screen.) Duty is set in a similar manner for either 
a dual-drive type two-screen LCD which simultaneously transmits data of the top and bottom screens 
or a single-drive typei two-screen LCD which alternately transmits one line each from the top and 
bottom screens. (This register need not be set for one-screen Panels, such as an EL, plasma display, 
etc.) 
When the duty is set to" 1/D", "D - 1" will be written to this register. For example, 63H will bei written 
for 1/100 duty, and C'7H will be written for 1/200 duty. The duty can be set in a 1/2 to 1/25B range. 
(The duty should be sot so thatthe total raster quantity, determined by the vertical total and Maximum 
Raster Address, is larger than the duty.) 

3-6-7. Address 21H (H size) 

This rngister sets the quantity of PELs per line for the Panel. With a dual-drive type two-screen LCD, 
settin~1 is performed in four-PEL units. For other Panels (one-screen Panels or single-drive type 
two-screen LCDs), sotting is performed in eight-PEL units. When the quantity of PELs peir line is 
set to "ND", the following values are written to this register: 

For a dual-drive type two-screen LCD 
("9FH" is written in case of 640 PELs) 

For other Panels 
("4FH" is written in case of 640 PELs) 

ND 
--1 
4 

ND 
--1 
8 

For a dual-drive type two-screen LCD, the quantity of PELs per line can be set in a range of 4 to 1024 
PELs (in four-PEL units); for other Panels, it can be set in a range of 8 to 2048 PELs (in eight-PEL 
units) .. (Set the value~ so that the total quantity of PELs, determined by the horizontal total, is larger 
than the quantity of PELs per line for the Panel.) 

NOTE:------------~----------------~· 
The PCDC requires horizontal/vertical return time for the panel. For details, refer to the setting I 

examples in 10-3. 
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3-6-8. Address 22H (V Adj) 

This register serves to correct th•e display positions in the vertical direction for the Panel, and 
specifies (in Hne units) the quantity of lines from the rising edge of VSY until the beginning of line 
display. This setting changes the1 FL.M position for LCDs or the VSY position for Els or plasma displays 
so that the display positions can be corrected without losing any characters at the top or bottom 
edges of the Panel. The correction value can be set in a range of 1 to 256 lines, but normal operation 
can be achieved only if the setting satisfies the conditions of the following equation: 

NV + 1 + 2 x D :;::; N x RN 

Where: 
NV 
D - 1 
N - 1 

RN -

= The correction value at Address 22H (the value written to the register) 
= The Duty value se1t at Address 20H (the value written to the register) 
= The value written to the Vertical Total Register (and, in Preset Mode, its corresponding 

Vert. Total) 
1 =The value written 1to the Maximum Raster Address Register (and, in Preset Mode, its 

corresponding Max. Scan) 

3-6-9. Address 23H (H Adj) 

I SCT I scu I H Adj J 
(SCT and SCU are cleared by RESET) 

This register serves to correct the display positions in the horizontal direction for the Panel, and 
specifies the quantity of PELs from the rising edge~ of HSY until the beginning of display. (In Text 
Mode, this value is set in units conforming to the number of horizontal PELs in the High Resolution 
Text font or in eight-PEL units for kanji display; in Graphics Mode, it is set in eight-PEL units.) This 
setting changes the LC position 'for LCDs or the HSY position for Els or plasma displays so that the 
character positions can be correctly adjusted to the right and left edges of the Panel. The correction 
value can be set in a range of a. to 512 PELs in case of 8-PEL setting units, but normal operation 
can be achieved only if the setting satisfies the conditions of the following equation: 

2M - ND - a 2 H + HA 
8 

Where: 
HA 
ND 
M-

H -1 

a 

=The correction valu 1e at Address 23H (the value written to the register) 
=The quantity of PELs per Panel line at Address 21H 

1 = The value written to the Horizontal Total Register (and, in Preset Mode, its corre
sponding Horiz. Total) 

= The value written to the Horizontal Sync Position Register (and, in Preset Mode, its 
shifted by Hsy. Offs13t) 
(In Low Resolution Text or Graphics Mode, however, doubled M and H values shall 
be substituted iinto the above equation.) 

= The integer "12" for dual-drive type two-screen LCDs or "9" for other Panels. 
(In Low Resolution Text or Graphics Mode, decrement the integer by 1.) 
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(1) SCT: Selects the timing for CPU-VRAM access 

The PCDC uses separate timing with respect to VRAM for the display and the CPU, permitting 
the CPU to be accHssed by VRAM at any time. Because the timing of the input of Read/Write 
instructions from the CPU and the timing assigned by the PCDC for the CPU are asynchronous, 
however, the PCDC employs the method of forcing the CPU to enter a Wait state by using MEMRDY. 
In recent years, the increased operating speed of CPUs has been accompanied by the problem 
of an long Wait ti me. 
For this reason, PCDC provides its high-speed CPU with a timing that can minimize the average 
Wait:time, and this high-speed timing can be used by setting SCT = T. (For details, see CHAPTER 
fi, "MEMORY.") 

(2) SCU: Selects the cursor-blink cycle 

Although the IBM PC uses a cursor-blink cycle that is fixed.to 16 fields, the blinking may become 
hazy and hard to see in the case of LCDs with a slow display response rate. (The blinking will 
become hazy particularly when the field frequency has been set to a high value (70-80 Hz) to 
prevent flickering.) By setting SCU = T in such cases, the cursor will blink in 32-field cycles (ON 
: OFF ratio = 1 : 3), enabling the blinking to be easily distinguished. (Even when P = "O' for the 
Cursor Start Raster Register (R10), the cursor will be blink in 32-field cycles. In other case, the 
functions will conform exactly to the table within subsection 3-1-12, "Cursor Start Raster Re
gister.") 

3-6-10.. Address 24H 

l I 
GRM 

MON U_L_E ~-1 O 
FON _J 

2 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +-- Default values due to RESET 
For CGA Mode (When the RA4 pin is ·a· upon RESET) 

0 0 0 +-- Default values due to RESET 
For Hercules Mode {When the RA4 pin is ·1 · upon RESET) 

(1) MON: Enables the monochrome display 

With MIDA, by performing the following conversion for a monochrome monitor that cannot perform 
color diisplay, a monochrome display will be possible regardless of the values set for the Attribute 
data which specifies the text color. 

Background Foreground 
Function 

Text (Foreground) Background 
R G B R G B Color color 

-- _ _____, 
0 0 0 0 0 0 Display OFF Black Black 

1 1 1 0 0 0 Reverse Black White 
·--t--

Other combinations Normal White Black 

This conversion will be valid if MON= T regardless of being in CGA or Hercules Mode. Theirefore, 
when executing CGA software not only with a monochrome monitor but also with a Panel, the text 
can be displayed in monochrome, providing an easily visible display. Note that the I (ln1tensity) 
bit of the Background and Foreground will function independently of this conversion. 
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(2) ULE: Enables the under·line dlsplay 

With MDA, an underline display is provided as one means for a monochrome monitor, that is capable 
of only monochrome display, to emphasize its text. When RGB = "001" in the Foreground of the 
Attribute data (that is, when the text (Foreground) color has been specified as BLUE), the rasters 
specified by UL. Position (described in Paragraph (1) of subsection 3-6-5, "Address 3FH") will be 
displayed as underlined. The S43tting of the UL. Position becomes valid when ULE = "1'. In case of 
setting MON= ·a- and displayin!~ the underlining, the Foreground color of BLUE which specifies 
underlining will not be displayed as is, but will be converted to Foreground RGB = "111" and dis
played as WHITE. (The Intensity bit will operate independently of this conversion.) 

GRM 
1 0 

0 0 1 byte 640 x 1 bit, 320 x 2 bit +--- IBM PC Standard Graphics Mode 

0 2 byte 640 x 2 320 x 4 

0 4 byte 640 x 4 320 x 8 

1 byte 160 x 4 

The PCDC has numerous graphics functions besides the graphics functions standard to the CGA 
or Hercules Mode. (The PEL resolution will remain unchanged but the quantity of colors that can 
be simultaneously displayed willl be~ increased.) GFlM1 and GRMo are used to select these graphics 
functions. In the two righthand columns of the above table, the numerals on the left signify the quantity 
of horizontal PELs displayed, and the numerals on the right signify the quantity of bits used per PEL 
for color specification. For 2 bits, 4 bits, and 8 bits, therefore, the quantity of colors that can be 
simultaneously displayed are, n3spectively, 4 colors, 16 colors, and 256 colors. Note that in order 
to use these expanded graphics functions, it is necessary to increase the VRAM capacity accordingly. 

GRM2 = "Q": 2 Bank Mode RAO is used for bank switching (CGA Standard) 
GRM2 = ·r: 4 Bank Mode RA 1 i:ind RAO are used for bank switching (Hercules Standard) 

Since the setting range of 6845 in the vertical direction is a maximum of 127 (seven bits), IBM PC 
performs bank switching accordlin~1 to the Raster Address in order to cope with the 200 lines for 
CGA Mode and the 348 lines for Hercules Mode. In CGA Mode, the odd and even lines are divided 
into two groups, and each is entered into a bank containing different Display Data (the 2 Bank Mode). 

Address 

1st 0 

2nd 

Even Scan (0, 2, 4, .... ) 

i ------
Nth 8192 ! 

1--------
N + 1th 8193 Odd Scan (1, 3, 5, .... ) 

' 2 Bank Mode 

In Hercules Mode, the data of Lines 0, 4, 8, ... is placed in the first 8K bytes, the data of Lines 1, 5, 
9, ... is placed in the next 8K bytes, the data of Lines 2, 6, 10, ... is placed in the next 8K bytes, and 
the data of Lines 3, 7, 11, ... is placed in the last 8K bytes (4 Bank Mode). 
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FON 
2 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 

0 1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

Font Size (horizontal) 

6 Dot 

7 

8 
9 

10 

Either HRES and LRES is possible (Double Dots for L.RES) 

8 x N Kanji (Chinese character) N is an integer 

16 x N Kanji ( " ) ~ Only in LRES (but no Double Dots are possible) 

ThE~ quantity of horizontal PELs in the character font for Text Mode can be selected. Although either 
6-10 PELs or an integer multiple of eight can be used to select either the High Resolution or Low 
Resolution Mode by setting Bit 0 of the Mode Register, if an integer multiple of 16 is used, set Bit 
0 of tho Mode Register to 'O'. 
Setting an integer multiple of 8 or 16 enables a kanji display that combines half- and full-width 
characters. (In this case, a Character Code is required for each 8 or 16 PELs.) In case of a combined 
display of 8-PEL half-width characters and 16-PEL full-width characters, the characters are processed 
in 8-PEL units (by splitting each 16-PEL full-width character into two 8-PEL units: left and right). 
For a 24-PEL kanji display as well, the characters are processed in eight-PEL units (Each 24-PEL 
kanji is split into three 8-PEL units: left, center, and right. A large number of kanji ROMs having this 
configuration are commercially available.), a Character Code is also required for each 8-PEL unit. 
Because a 12-bit Character Code is required to select the Level No. 1 Kanji, and an additional two 
bits am required to support the half- and full-width characters and the Level No. 2 Kanji, two bytes 
will be required for the Character Code alone. Consequently, the basic procedure for kanji is to 
set GRMO = '1' and use four-byte units. 

0 Character Code ( L) 

Character Code ( H) 

2 Not used 

NOTE:~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-. 

In case of non-kanji display (for horizontal 
font sizes of 6-10), GRMO= ·o· must always 
be set. 

3 Attribute (can provided all attribute functions) 

When processing characters in 8-PEL units, as in the case of supporting half-and full-width characters 
or 24-PEL kanji, the addresses will also be processed in 8-PEL units, so the cursor will basically 
assume an 8-PEL width. When Bit 5 of Character Code (H) is set to '1', however, the left side of the 
cursor will be copied for display, enabling the cursor to be properly displayed in charactor units. 
(This Bit 5 can also function to support half- and full-width characters. That is, Bit 5 = 'O' signifies 
the half-width characters and the left side of full-width characters, while Bit 5 = '1' signifies the right 
side of full-width characters.) 

Character 
Code(H)Bit5 

Half-Width 

A 
0 

Full-Width 

When no cursor is 
displayed 

0 

32 

Full-Width 

When a cursor is 
displayed 

0 



™ Represents the cursor displayed according to the Cursor Address Register. 
~~~ Indicates the status wherein the left side of the cursor has been copied and displayed, 

according to Bit fi of Character CodH (H). 

Since the top two bits of Characte,r Code (H) are not used, GRMO can be set to ·o- for display in two-byte 
units. In such case, however, the Attribute functions will be extremely simplified. (Note that MON 
should be set to Tat this time.) 

Functions of the upper bits of Character Code (H) 

Character Code ( L) 

Character Code ( H) 

+ simple Attributes 
( 

07: Cursor blinking 

Da: Reverse/Normal selection 

Os: Cursor continuation 

When 06= T, the effect is identical to Reverse described in subsection 3-6-10, "Address 24H," 
providing a black text (foreground) and a white background. 06 = ·o- provides a white text (foreground) 
and a black background. 05 is identical to the case of four-byte units when GRMO = T. 
When Bit 5 of the Mode Register is · 1 ·, the text set to 07=·1 · will blink in 32-field cycles. Bit 5 of the 
Mode Register is ·o-, 07 becomE~s the Intensity bit of the Background attribute. (The Intensity bit 
of the Foreground is fixed to ·o-.) 
When GRM 1 = T, the Intensity bit of the Foreground can be externally controlled in PEL units (but 
only when the quantity of horizontal PELs in the character font is 6-8 or an integer multiple of 8). 
One pair of Font ROM shall be prnpared for text use and intensity use, the text data shall be connected 
to ROo-R07, and the intensity data shall also be connected to ROa-R015. (See CHAPTER 6, "MONITOR 
INTERFACES," regarding the connection between the RO M's peripheral circuitry and PCOC.) In
tensity can thus be controlled for each PEL of the text, so the characters can be clearly displayed 
even with a small quantity of PELs. (Particularly in the case of kanji, a 16 by 16 PEL configuration 
can be displayed to equal a 24 by 24 PEL configuration.) 

~ Dots for text use only 

II Dots for text and intensity use 

Sample kanji display using intensity data 
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NOTE: ------------------------------------. 
In cases where the quantity of horizontal PELs in the character font is 6 or 7, where GRM1 and 
GRMo are set to "10" (4 Byte Mode), or where kanji is being processed in four-byte units 
(GRMo = '1'), attention is required because the upper limit of the master clock frequency will 
become 16.35 Mhz. (These functions can be actualized only when the VRAM data bus has a 
16-bit configuration .. ) In the case of other functions, the master clock's upper limit will be 22.5 
Mhz. When the VRAM data bus has an eight-bit configuration, the master clock's upper limit 
will be 16.35 Mhz. 
-----------------------------------------~ 

3-6-11. Address 25H 

0 0 0 0 0 +- Defaults due to RESET (CGA Mode) (When RA4 pin= ·a· upon RESET) 

t

, ~O 1 0 0 +- Defaults due to RESET (Hercules Mode) (When RA4 pin=· 1 · upon RESET) 

- Determined by status of LSW pin upon RESET 

Determined by status of LDT pin upon RESET 

---- Determined by status of RA4 pin upon RESET 

CLK 
__J_~ 

0 0 

0 

Input from X1 pin is used as clock (Default upon RESET) 

Input from X2 pin is used as clock 

X'tal oscillates when externally mounted (X1: input pin; X2: 

output pin) 

5.6KQ 
Xl~~56PF 

X2~J--t;56PIF 

When GLK1 = 'O', PCDC operates according to clock input from an external source. Clock input can 
selected from either the X1 pin or X2 pin, which is very convenient in cases such as switching between 
two monitor types (two frequency types) for operation. For example, input 14.318 Mhz for the IBM 
color monitor into the X1 pin, input 16.257 MHz for a monochrome monitor into the X2 pin, then use 
them by switching according to CLKo. When CLK1 = '1', the external mounting of X'tal forms a 
self-excited oscillator circuit so that clock input from an external sources becomes unnecessary. 

(1) BINH: Inhibits border display 

With CGA software, the border is displayed in color during Text or Low Resolution Graphics Mode. 
With a monochrome monitor or EGA monitor, however, a looped scan line will appear in the border 
for an undesirable display. When BINH is set to '1' in such a case, black will always be displayed 
as the border, eliminating the appearance of the looped scan line for an easy-to-see screen. 

(2) 16CP: Selects the 16-bit CPU 

16CP = '1' enables a '16-bit bus CPU to be connected (and 16CP = ·O' enables an 8-bit bus CPU to 
be connected). When the Ao pin is 'O', the CPU can perform reading and writing using the lower-order 
RD7-RDo (the even address bytes) of the VRAM data bus via PCDC. The higher-order RD1s-Fma (the 
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odd address bytes) of the VRAM data bus is connected with the CPU via an external circuit. (See 
CHAPTER 7, "SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS.") 

(3) 8Bus: Selects the VRAM dalta bus configuration 

An 8- or 16-bit configuration can be selected for the VRAM 's data bus. (8Bus = · 1 · selects the 8-bit 
configuration.) Initialization can be performed according to the status of the LSW pin upon RESET 
without relying on software. (Tha1t is, when the LSW pin is '1' upon RESET, the 8-bit configuration 
is selected; when it is ·o-, the H>-bit configuration is selected.) 
In case of the 16-bit configuration, the data of the even addresses (Ao pin= 'O') is stored in a VRAM 
which has been connected to RD1-RD0. (In Text Mode, the data of the Character Codes are stored.) 
The data of the odd addresses (Ao pin= ·1 ·) is stored in a VRAM which has been connected to 
RD1s-RDa. 
In case of the 8-bit configuration, all data is stored in a VRAM which has been connected to 
RD1-RD0. 
The following table describes tlhe valid status of the higher- or lower-order bits of the VRAM data 
bus according to the bus config:uration of VRAM and CPU. The data bus which is not valid during 
writing will assume high-impedance status. 

Ao=·o· Ao=·1· 
CPU VRAM Bus Co nfiguration 

Read write Read write 

8-bit bus con figuration RD7-o RD7-o RD7-o RD7-o 
8-bit bus CPU 

16-bit bus co nfiguration RD7-o RD7-o RD1s-a RD1s-a 
~-----+ 

16-bit bus CPU 16-bit bus co nfiguration RD7-o RD7-o RD7-o High Impedance 

(4) SRAM: Selects the VRAM t)rpe 

When SRAM = '1', an SRAM can be used for the VRAM (and when SRAM = ·o-, a DRAM can be used). 
Initialization can be performed according to the status of the LDT pin upon RESET without relying 
on software. (That is, when the LDT pin is '1' upon RESET, SRAM is selected; when it is ·o-, DRAM 
is selected.) 

(5) HERC: Controls switching between CGA software and Hercules software {including MDA soft
ware) 

HERC= '1' enables handling of Hercules software.. Initialization can also be performed according 
to the status of the RA4 pin upon RESET without relying on software. (That is, when the RA4 pin 
is '1' upon RESET, Hercules software can be processed; when it is ·o-, CGA software can be pro
cessed.) 
With PCDC, the main differences between the handling of CGA and Hercules software is as follows: 

(a) A different 1/0 register is used to set the Light Pen flip-flop 

(b) Different functions for Bits 0, 3, and 7 of the Status Register 

(c) For Hercules software, the~ Color Register is disabled (Bits 3-0 are fixed to 7H) 

(d) For Hercules software, Bits 0, 2, 4 of the Mode Register are fixed to ·1 · 
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(e) Bit 7 of the Mode Register and Bits 0 and 1 of the Control/ID Register are valid only for 
Hercules software (these bits are fixed to 'O' in CGA software) 

(f) Due to a different VRAM capacity being required for display, addresses corresponding to 
that capacity are output (Unused address bits will output 'O') 

Text Mode Graphics Mode 
.. --

HERC= ·1· (Hercules Mode) 4K bytes 32K bytes 

HERC= ·o· (CGA Mode) 16K bytes 16K bytes 
--

(6) SVTH: Selects the pulse width of Horizontal/Vertical Sync signals and the polarity of Vertical 
Sync: signals 

It is possible to select whether to output the width of the Sync signals in exact accordance with the 
set value written to the Sync Pulse Width Register (R3 or, in Preset Mode, its correspondin~J Sync. 
Width) or to output a narrowed width. (SYTH = '1' selects an output conforming to the set value). 
The polarity of the VSY pin can also be selected at the same ti me (SYTH = · 1 ·selects a negative output). 
Consequently, use SYTH = '1' with an EGA or monochrome monitor, and use SYTH = 'O' with an IBM 
color monitor. (With a Panel, the SYTH polarity may be set to negative or positive.) 
CGA software in Low Resolution Text Mode enables setting of Horizontal Sync signals to a 
10-character width and of Vertical Sync signals to a 16-line width. When SYTH = 'O', however, these 
signals will be respectively narrowed to a 4-character width and a 3-line width for output (because 
the width and timing are converted to match the standard of Composite signals for NTSC). When 
the respectively set widths of Horizontal Sync signals and Vertical Sync signals are narrow~ar than 
these 4·-character and 3-line widths, the widths will not be further narrowed despite an SYTH = 'O' 
setting, and will be output as is. Note that the Sync signals for blanks or status purposes will employ 
their set widths even when SYTH = 'O'. 

3-6'-12 .. Address 261-1 
(Cleared by RESET) 

(1) RA4:: Selects the 110 status of the RA4 pin 

Set RA4 = '1' when you wish to output the Raster Address RA4 or the AC Conversion signal IM from 
the RA4 pin. The defauU status during and after RESET will be RA4 = 'O' so thatthe RA4 pin will become 
an input pin. Consequently, the CGA or Hercules Mode can be selected according to the input level 
to the R.A4 pin at RESET. (When the input level is '1', the Hercules Mode is selected.) 

(2) A15: Selects the function of the AD1s pin 

When A.1s= '1', the AD1s pin becomes an Address pin for VRAM (valid only in SRAM Mode). When 
A15 = 'O", the AD1s pin outputs the ORed result (GPE) of the output of Bits 0 and 1 of the Control/ID 
Register. GPE is used in Hercules Mode and is employed to specify (by an external circuit) the 4K 
bytes to be used in Text Mode from among the 32K bytes of the VRAM area. Normally, the addresses 
A12··A14 above the 4K bytes are ANDed by GPE (see CHAPTER 7, "SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS") 
for use. 
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(3) EXP: Selects the Address EJ~pansion Mode 

When EXP= "1', the Address Expansion Mode is assumed. When EXP= 'O', the IBM PC Compatible 
Mode is assumed. There is a 14-bit address output to 6845. With IBM PC, however, only 11 bits 
and 13 bits are respectively used for MDA and CGA, but the higher-order addresses are not used. 
When EXP is set to "1', these unused high-order addresses are output to the higher-order empty 
addresses. (When EXP= 'O', 'O' am output.) 

MDA Mode 

(Text) 

Hercules Mode 

(Graphic) 

CGA Mode 

(Text) 

CGA Mode 

(Graphic) 

AD I 5 I 4 13 I 2 I I I 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 0 

O I Pag~M 13 M 12 M 11 I Equivalent to M10-MO of 6845 
t 

Valid only when EXP= ·1· 

§E~~A1 ,_RA_0 ...... l ____ E_q_u_iv_a_1e_n_t_to_M_11_-_M_O_o_f _68_4_5_ ....... 

0 O ~1_3~l __________ E __ qu_i_va_l_en_t_to __ M_1_2-_M_O_o_f_68_4_5 __ ~ 

0 I M 121Mi_!L _____ RA_0_l.__ _____ E __ qu_i_va_1_en_t_to __ M_1_1-_M_o_o_f_68_4_5 __ __, 

~ Address pins 
of PCDC 

M11-M13, which are enclosed in boxes within the above figure, are valid only when EXP= '1'. 
Page is the output for Bit 7 of the Mode Register. (Page is valid only in Hercules Mode. Unless 
'1' has been written to Bit 1 of the Control/ID Hegister, writing to Page is impossible. In CGA 
Mode, Page is always 'O' .) 
RAo and RA1 are the lowes1t two bits of the Raster Address. The above figure depicts address 
output in case both an SRAM iis used for the VRAM and the VRAM's data bus has a 16-bit co
nfiguration. 

The preceding figure used the IBM PC (1 Byte Mode) as reference, but the 2 Byte and 4 Byte Modes 
- which are expanded Graphics Modes - are formed by respectively shifting the contents of the 
preceding figure to the left by one and two bits. (Any bits exceeding the left edge are ignored. The 
address used for byte selection is input to the lower-order bits.) 

PB 
0 

O 0 No Pag1:i Mode 
0 1 1 Bit Page Mode (AD15 = PAG2) 

0 2 Bit Page Mode (AD15 = PAG2, AD14 = PAG1) 
3 Bit Page Mode (AD15 = PAG2, AD14 = PAG1, AD13 =PAGO) 

(4) PAG2-PAG0: Specifies the page! 

Regardless of EXP, 2 Byte or 4 Byte Mode, etc., if there is any vacant area (the status from which 
'O' is usually output) in the highe,r-order bits of the address that is to be ultimately output, the Page 
Mode can be used. According to the status of the unused bits, selection can be made from the 1 
Bit Page Mode (in case of onlly an empty MSB) up to the 3 Bit Page Mode (in case of three highest-order 
empty bits), according to the need. Since a fixed value determined by PAG2-PAG0 will be output 
in Page Mode, a specific page can be displayed out of a large VRAM area. 
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3-6-13. Address 271-1 
(Cleared by RESET) 

LS 

0 

O O 1 Bit Serial 

0 2 Bit Even/Odd 

O 4 Bit Parallel 

8 Bit Para I lel 

Selects the quantity of bits for data transmission to the Panel. (Be sure to set the display to Gray 
Scalin~1/Hatching in case of using the Panel.) This bit quantity corresponds to one sequence, and 
also applies to the double-sequence required when performing simultaneous two-screen oiutput to 
a dual-drive type two-·screen LCD, when using Intensity output according to IEN (Intensity Enable), 
or other such cases. (Since the ultimate output consists of eight bits, however, an 8-bit parallel! format 
cannot be used in case of a double-sequence transmission.) In case of using Gray Scaling/Hatching 
witlh an IBM Monochrome monitor, select "1 Bit Serial" (which also permits Intensity output by IEN 
to be used). 

(1) IEN~ Enables Intensity output to the Panel 

In Gray Scaling/Hatching Mode, colors can be converted by gray scaling/hatching patteirns for 
display. In consideration of a display which has Intensity input, such as the IBM monochrome monitor 
or a Panel capable of displaying four half-tone, however, it is also possible to output an addition 
lntemsity sequence besides the usual output (when IEN = "1"). Intensity is determined by R2 of the 
Color Palette, and the data the Intensity ON/OFF status according to color is written into th·e Color 
Palette. Note that IEN cannot be used with a dual-drive type two-screen Panel (Dual Drive type) 
(because double sequences are already being used by its two-screen drive). 

(2) EXTS: Specifies the External Sync Mode 

When EXTS = "1", the External Sync Mode is assumed, but external synchronization is valid only in 
Non-Interlace Mode. Synchronization is achieved between two chips according to the ESY pin. 

Oscillator 

Set EXTS = "1", then set the master side to 
ESIO = "1" (the ESY pin becomes an output pin) 
and set the slave side to ESIO =·a- (the ESY pin 
becomes an input pin). Since this procedure 
will synchronize two chips, one chip can be as
signed to Text display and the other to Graphics 
display for a combined superimposed display 
(superimposing is performed by an e!xternal 
circuit). 

(3) llNH: Inhibits the ()ff status of Enable Video in High Resolution Text Mode 

In the High Resolution Text Mode of IBM PC, rewriting of the screen data is achieved by setting Bit 
3 (Enable Video) of th 1e Mode Register to ·a- (Display OFF) with respect to the scrolling required for 
rewriting the screen data. Because no time is allotted for the CPU during the display time of the 
IBM PC, the display must be switched OFF to avoid screen disturbance; however, the phenomenon 
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of a flashing screen will occur which leads to poor visibility. Since the PCDC allots time for the CPU 
during its display time, enabling reading and writing to be performed at any time with respect to 
VRAM without screen disturbance, there is no need to take the trouble to switch OFF the display 
to write the screen data. When llNH is set to ·1·, the Display OFF status for rewriting screen data 
will be ignored in only the High Resolution Text Mode (for a constant Display ON status) and the 
screen will not flash, thus providing an easily visible screen (by following the Display OFF status 
upon mode switching). 

(4) ACM: Selects the Consecutive Addressing Mode during Graphics Mode 

As previously touched upon in subsection 3-6-10, "Address 24H," the IBM PC performs bank switching 
in order to implement a 200-linie or 348-line Graphics display with respect to the maximum verti
cal-direction setting of "127" for 6845. For example, since CGA stores the respective data for even 
and odd lines in separate banks, bank switching must be considered for each line in case of writing 
the vertical, and diagonal· vector data as screen data to VRAM. When ACM is set to '1', the screen 
data can be stored in consecutive addresses without requiring bank switching, thereby simplifying 
the considerations required wh,~n, for example, cn3ating new software. 

1st 

2nd 

I 
I 

Nth 

N + 1th 

I 
I 
I 

When ACM= ·o· 

Address 

0 

1 

EvEm Scan {O, 2, 4, .... ) 

i ---
8192 ! 
8193 Odd Scan (1, 3, 5, .... ) 

,2 Bank Mode 

(

Data is stored in a different bank) 
according to th1e even/odd status 
of the Line No. 

(5) CPLE: Enables the Color Palette 

1st 

2nd 

I 
I 
I 

81th 

82th 

I 
I 
I 

When ACM= ·1 · 

Address 

~ .l Data of Line o 

80 l Data of Line 1 
81 

(
Data is sequentially stored from) 
the top line to the bottom line 

Set CPLE = '1' when the Color Pale~tte will be used. When the Color Palette will be used either as 
a Color Lookup Table with respE~ct to a linear RGB, EGA or CGA monitor, or as a Conversion Table 
in Gray Scaling/Hatching Mode for converting a color display into half-tone and hatching patterns, 
set CPLE = '1'. When CPLE is set to ·o· for a CGA monitor, the Color Palette will be disabled and 
the PEL color data IRGB will be dirnctly output as is. In case of the 320 x 8 bit (simultaneous display 
of 256 colors) Graphics Mode, the Color Palette cannot be used so set CPLE to '1'. 

(6) PRE: Enables the Preset Mode 

When the 6845 Preset Data described in subsection 3-6-3, "6845 Preset Data," will be used, set 
PRE= '1' to enable the Preset Mode. In Preset Mode, the 6845 Preset Data will enable the software 
and monitor to operate properly, even if they do not conform to IBM PC standards. When 
PRE= 'O', the 6845 Registers will be used. 
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3-6-14.. Address 28H 
(Cleared by RESET) 

2SCR 
1 0 

0 0 

0 

No Gray Scaling/Hatching 

0 

One-screen Panel {EL, plasma display, etc.) } 
Dual-drive type two-screen LCD Gray Scaling/Hatching Mode 

Single-drive type two-screen LCD 

Data. of upper ------4•---.....--------
screen ___ __.,.. E 

E 

1---------U_P_P_e_r_sc_r_e_en----~~ 
Lower screen ~ 

Upper screen 

Lower screen 

E 
E ___ _. E 

Data of lower 
-------·-------------~ screen 

Dual1-Drive Type Two-Screun LCD Single-Drive Type Two-Screen LCD 
(Simultaneous transmission of data for upper/lower screens) (Alternate transmission of data for one line each of the top 

and bottom screens) 

With a Panel, a color display will be converted into gray scaling or hatching patterns for display in 
Gray Scaling/Hatchin~~ Mode. (The color correspondence for conversion is performed by the Color 
Palette.) In case of performing a gray scaling/hatching display with an IBM Monochrome monitor, 
perform setting for a one-screen panel. With a linear RGB, CGA, EGA or monochrome moniitor, set 
2SCR to "00" so that the Gray Scaling/Hatching Mode will not be assumed. 

(1) RIM: Selects the function for RA4-pin output 

The R/M determines whether the RA4 pin wi 11 output Raster Address RA4 or the AC Conversion signal 
M for ain LCD. (R/M = ·1 ·selects output of the AC Conversion signal M.) Take special note that unless 
RA4 (described in Paragraph (1) of subsection 3-6-12, "Address 26H") has been set to Tat this time, 
the RA4 pin will not function as an output terminal. 

(2) HIE: Selects the function of the HSY pin 

The H/IE determines whether the HSY pin will output the Horizontal Sync signal HSY for a CRT or 
the Enable Clock signal ECK for an LCD driver. (H/E = · 1 · selects output of the Enable Clocl< signal 
ECIK.) Although numerous drivers can be used with the LCD Panel, there has been an increasing 
number of cases wherein a driver provided with a Chip Select function is used for reduced power 
dissipation. (Reduced power dissipation is achieved by enabling the driver is enabled only during 
data transmission, them sending the Enable signal to the next driver upon receiving the data 1, so that 
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only one of multiple drivers is enabled at any time.) ECK is used in the transmission of this Enable 
signal and its cycle is set by EH4-EHo. 

(3) SSCK: Selects the output time of Shift Clock SCK 

The SSCK determines whether thE~ Shift Clock SCK for data transmission is constantly output or 
output only during the horizontal display time. (SSCK = ·1 · selects constant output.) In general, 
constant output (SSCK = "1') is used for Els, and output only during horizontal display time 
(SSCK = "O') is used for other Panels. (Select the appropriate output time according to the Panel 
specifications.) 

(4) SSY: Selects the polarity of 1the Sync signals foll' Panel use 

The SSY selects the polarity of HSY and VSY for Panel use. SSY = · 1 ·selects output of positive polarity 
so that the Data Latch signal LC for LCDs as well as the Scan Start signal FLM are output. 
SSY = "O' selects output of negative polarity, so that the Horizontal Sync signal HSY and Vertical 

~- -~ 

Sync signal VSY (for Els or plasma displays) are output. (The Horizontal Sync signal HSY is identical 
to the valid time for horizontal d1isplay data. The Latch Clock signal LC for LCDs is output at a fixed 
width upon the start of display data. The Vertical Sync signal VSY and the FLM signal for LCDs are 
output at a width corresponding to the interval of one horizontal scan. 

(5) VST: Selects the VSY output timing for Panel use 

The VST determines whether the1 VSY output for Panel use will be synchronized with the falling edge 
of HSY or approximately 1 microseconds after the rising edge of HSY (or the falling edge of LC for 
LCDs). (VST = "O' selects synchronization with the falling edge of HSY.) In general, synchronization 
with the falling edge of HSY (VST== "O') is used for IELs, and VST= ·1· is used for LCDs and plasma 
displays. (Select the appropriati9 method of synchronization according to the Panel specifications.) 

(6) SWC: Controls the HSY output width for the Panel 

Set SWC to ·r for a high-level HSY width for Panel use that is narrower than the valid time for 
horizontal display data. Because the Horizontal Sync signals for CRTs will narrow the high-level 
HSY width for Panel use, set the horizontal sync position and sync pulse width to conform to applicable 
specifications. Note that when SSCK = "O' so that the Shift Clock SCK is output only during the 
horizontal display time, the width prior to narrowing will be used, so the quantity of pulses conforming 
to the Hsize setting will be output. 
When a linear RGB monitor will be used, set CPLE to "1' and also set SWC to "1' (thereby causing 
all nine bits of the Color Palette to be output from PCDC). If only CPLE is set to "1', the two bits R2 
and R1 will not be output. For tlhe 320 x 8 bit (simultaneous display of 256 colors) Graphics Mode 
as well, set CPLE = ·1 ·and SWC = ·1 ·.)The timing of the signals described in the preceding paragraphs 
is shown in the following figure. 
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HSY for CRT -

HSY 
(When SSY= "O") 

LC 
(When SSY= "1 ") 

HSY 
(When SWC= "1") 

SCK 
{When SSCK = "O") 1fi 

Hsize 

(Valid time for horizontal 
display data) 

(Whe~c~E ~ "1", _j ,___ __ +--___ __, .__ __ __, ,___ _ __, ,___ _ _.... ...__----+-----"' 

EH4-o= "3") 

HSY 
(When SSY= "O") 

VsY 
{When SSY = "O", 
VST= "O") 

FLM 
(When SSY = "1", 
VST= "1") 

VSY for CRT _J 

"·-------···---·-... ----

1 µs or more 

l...___ ___ ____. 
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3-6-15. Address 29H 

(Cleared by RESET) 

(1) EH4-EHo: Sets the ECK synchronization 

The EH4-EHo sets the cycle of the Enable Clock signal ECK for LCD drivers. The first ECK signal 
is output during the first half of the LC signal, then one pulse is later output each time the Shift Clock 
SCK is counted as being a pllus-one increment of the value set at EH4-EHo (see the preceding figure). 
For example, for outputting ECK every 20 SCK signals, set EH4-EHO to "10011 ". Note that the cycle 
setting of the Enable Clock signal ECK is valid only when H/E = "1". When H/E = "O', set all "O' to 
EH4-EHo. 
When a CRT is used, the Internal Clock signals preceding the rising edge of HSY can be stopped 
for an period equivalent to the set Clock No. of EH4-EHo in order to change the phase of the Color 
Burst Clock signal for Composit13 use according to each line. (Special attention is required in this 
case, because the horizontal scan cycle will be lengthened for a period equivalent to the stopping 
of the Internal Clock signals.) 

EH1 EHo 

0 

0 

0 No Improvement 

1 1 Clock (During the Master Clock signals of.) 

0 2 Clock these numbers, the Internal Clock 

3 Clock signals will stop just before HSY 

When the Master Clock is 14.318 MHz, Clock 1 will result in a 90-degree phase deviation, Clock 2 
will result in a 180-degree phase d1eviation per line, and Clock 3 will result in a 270-degree phase 
deviation per line. Although the the displayed pattern, the color deviation phenomenon characteristic 
of Composite signals will disappear depending on the phase deviation between lines. On the other 
hand, according to the disp~ayecl pattern, the boundaries of the pattern may flow in the vertical di
rections or a conspicuous color deviation may occur in some cases. (The flicker similar to the In
terlace Mode may occur). 
(2) ESIO: Selects the 110 status 1of the ESY pin 

When ESIO = "1", the ESY pin becomes an output pin. Via the combined setting of ESIO and EXTS, 
the ESY pin will function as follows: 

EXTS ESIO 

0 

0 

~--+-~~--~~~~~~-

0 9Font input 

PEN output 

O External sync (Slave side) 

External sync (Master side) 

(a} 9Font Input: Although MDA or HGC for IBM PC uses a 9 by 14 PEL font, certain Character Codes 
create the 9th PEL by copying the 8th PEL. (The other Character Codes set the 9th 
PEL to data "O'.) While Font Size 9 is selected, setting the ESY pin to "O' causes the 
9th PEL to become a copy of the 8th PEL, and setting it to "1" causes the 9th PEL to 
become "O'. The!refore, by merely decoding the Character Code you wish to copy 
and inputting th43 result to the ESY pin, an MDA-equivalent display can be easily 
achieved. 
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{b) PEN Output: This function outputs Bit 1 of the Control/ID Register. It is the Page Enablei signal 
for FULL Hercules Mode, and is employed when the use of all 64K bytes of VRAM 
is desirable. With Hercules Graphics software, 32K bytes of VRAM will be rnquired 
per screen. (The IBM PC memory map uses Addresses BOOOO-B7FFF, whernas that 
for CGA uses Addresses B8000-BFFFF.) When using Page Mode for full use of a 
64K byte VRAM, however, it is necessary to convertthe decode values of the memory 
map in order to also cover the CGA area. PEN Output is the switching signal used 
for this conversion. (The decode values are switched by an external circuit.) 

(3) IRREG: Enables reading of 110 Registers 8, 9, and F 

In case of executing multiple software programs in parallel, if the current status can be memorized 
(particularly the contents of the Mode Register) when interrupting one program and shifting to another 
task, the restarting of the previous software program will be smoothly carried out. Because setting 
RREG == '1' enables reading of 1/0 Register 8, 9, and F, the internal status under a multi-tasking OS 
becom~~s easy to grasp. When 1/0 Register Fis read while RREG = 'O', the ID Code C1H of the chip 
will be output; but when it is read while RREG = · 1 ·,the contents ofthe Control Register will be output. 
Even if reading of 1/0 Registers 8 and 9 is attempted while RREG = ·O', the CPU Data Bus CDo-CD7 
will assume high-impedance status and no data will be output (and the BDIR pin will outpu1t 'O'). 

(4) STBY: Enables thE~ Standby Mode 

STBY == · 1 ·enables the Standby Mode provided for power conservation. In Standby Mode, the Internal 
Clock stops and the majority of the circuits cease operation so that power dissipation is rnduced. 
Since the majority of the circuits will not be operating (the contents of the Internal Registers will 
be stored), when a DRAM requiring refreshing is used as VRAM, the contents of that DRAM will 
be destroyed. Some output pins will assume high-impedance status (RD bus, AD bus, and MEMRDY), 

- -
while the others will continuously output a fixed value. (Such negative-logic pins as EC and XA 
will continuously output a high signal, the other pins will continuously output a low signal, and certain 
pins will continuously output a signal of random (but constant) level.) To cancel Standby Mode, first 
set Bit :3 (Enable Video) of the Mode Register to 'O' to assume the Display OFF status, next set STBY 
to ·o-, then set the Display ON status (Enable Video= '1') after the operation of the internal circuits 
has stabilized (Assume Display OFF status during the interval of two vertical scans. In case! DRAM 
is used, also write Display Data.) (Read/write operations with the 1/0 registers is also possible during 
Standby Mode.) 

3-6-16. Address 2AH 
(Cleared by HESET) 

(1) TST2-TST0: For PCDC testing 

TST2-TST0 must always be set to 'O' for use. (When '1' are set, normal operation cannot be achieved.) 

(2) SS4,·SSo: Offset value for smooth scrolling 

The~ display will be shifted upward for the quantity of lines set by this Offset value. (Any lines ov
erflowing the top edge will not be displayed.) When the offset amount is sequentially increas1ed from 
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0 to the quantity of rasters forming the Font, therefore, smooth scrolling can be actualized. (After 
the Offset amount reaches the Maximum Raster Address, line scrolling will be performed according 
to the Start Address of 6845, and the offset amount will concurrently be set to "O" .) The Offset value 
can be set in the same range as tlhe Maximum Rasterr Address, and any settings exceeding that range 
will result in abnormal operation. The SS4-0 setting should be done in the vertical return time. 

r-""I r-""\ 

Characters of the topmost line I I I I 
L-.J 1..-J ... -.. .- .... ... -, ... -., 

will not be displayed I t I I I I I I 1,. _ _, .. _ .. L--' .. _ _, 

~ l?j ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ !?a ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 

r---------, 
The top section of the character one I I 

~ 
r-·-------. I I 

I : 
I I line below will be displayed I I 

SS4-o= 0 SS4.~o =I SS4-o= 2 

3-6-17. Address 2BH (Control Data) 
(Cleared by RESET) 

The contents of this register will be~ output from the RDo-RD7 pins about the time of the rising edge 
of the VSY pin (VSY will rise even when set to ne~Jative polarity by SYTH = "1'). Therefore, if this 
register is latched at the rising ~~d~1e of the VSY pin, it can be used as a signal for external control 
(for monitor switching, Font ROM switching, etc.). This function is enabled during Non-Interlace 
Mode (In Interlace Mode, the re~Jister contents will not be output from the RDo-RD7 pins around the 
rising edge of the VSY pin.) when the rising edge of the VSY pin does not occur during the vertical 
display time. (When the rising edge of the VSY pin occurs during the vertical display time, a partial 
disorder of the display may occur due to the collision of Display Data and Control Data.) 

3-7. CONTROL/ID REGISTER (110 Register F) 
~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

3-7-1. Control 
(Cleared by RESET) (Reading possible when RREG = "1') 

Bit 0 Graphic Set Enable 

1 Page Set Enable (Becomes ·o- in CGA Mode for HGC) 

7 Protect 

Writing is possible to Bit 1 of the Mode Register only while Graphic Set Enable is set to "1'. Similarly, 
writing is possible to Bit 7 of the1 Mode Register only while Page Set Enable is set to "1'. Writing is 
possible to 1/0 Registers D and E (the Register Bank) only when both Protect is "1' and the IOSEL 
pin is ·o-, thereby providing protection for the Register Bank which holds the expansion functions 
from IBM PC. 

3-7-2. ID 

When this register is read while RHEG = ·o-, the ID Code C1 H of the chip will be output. 
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4. OPERA l.ING MODES 

The Opie rating Modes consist basically of two types: Text Modes and Graphics Modes. The Operating 
Mode is specified at the Mode Register (1/0 Register A). (For specifying the expanded Graphics 
functions or the horizontal font size for text, it will be necessary to write to Bank Register Address 
24H in some cases.) 

IBM-PC Mode Reg. 
Bit MODE 

Standard Mode 
5 4 3 2 1 0 ---·------- ~----------~-·-·---··---·-··-·-~·-~·--·-·~-.. ·-----···--··- --·--· .. -·-------·.-···----·-·-

x 

x 
0 () 

0 

Low Resolution Text 

High Resolution Text 

x 0 >< Low Resolution Graphic 

x 1 x High Resolution Graphic 

[ 
f + Black/White 

~---Enable Video 

-----Blink 

4-"I. TEXT MODES 

40 x 25 A/N 

80 x 25 A/N 

320 x 200 GR 

640 x 200 GR 

x: don't care 

+- The quantity of colors that 

can be displayed will vary 

according to GRM1 and GRMo. 

Except in Kanji Display Mode, one character is defined by two bytes. That is, the even bytes are 
used for specifying the Character Codes (The higher-order addresses of an external Font ROM are 
used. The Raster Address RAo-RA4 is used for the lower-order address.), and the odd bytes are 
used for specifying the Attribute Codes. 

Character-Code Byte (cc) Attribute Byte (AT) 

I 7 6 r 4 3 2 GJ 1:L1: 
5 4 3 2 ~1 ,) 

i G Bi 1 R G 

The addresses of the Character Font ROM i i i 
Blink Background Foreground 

The Foint ROM data is input to PCDC by the EC pin via the RD bus. (The leading Display Data is 
connected for sequential input from RD7 to RDo. If the data consists of nine or more bits, the ninth 
bit and any consecutive bits are connected in the sequence of R15 to RDa.) 
When data from the Font ROM exists (when RD= '1'), the color (out of 16 possible colors) specified 
by the lower four bits (Foreground) of the Attribute code is displayed. When no data from the Font 
ROM e)cists (when RD== "O"), the color (out of 8 possible colors equivalent to Intensity bit= ·o- of IRGB) 
specifiod by Bits 4, 5, and 6 (Background) of the Attribute code is displayed. However, the1 above 
holds true in case Bit 5 (Blink) of the Mode Register is "1'. When Blink= ·o-, the text will not blink 
and, when no data from the Font ROM exists, the color specified by the highest four bits of the Attribute 
code is displayed. (The MSB of the Attribute code will become the Intensity bit of the Background 
to enable selection from 16 colors.) 
When Blink= '1', any character for which the MSB BL of the Attribute Code is "1' will blink in :32-field 
cycles. That is, the Background color (one of 8 colors) will be displayed during a 16-field interval, 
regardless of the presence/absence of data from the Font ROM; then, during the next 16-field interval, 
the Foneground and Background colors will be displayed according to the presence/absence of data 
from the Font ROM. 
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The difference between the Low Resolution and High Resolution Text Modes is that the text is re
spectively displayed as single and double PELs. For details, see section 3-2, "MODE REGISTER." 

The shape of the cursor is controlled by the Cursor Start Raster Register (R10) and Cursor End Raster 
Register (R11), and its display position is specified using the Cursor Address Registers (R14, R15). 

A A+I 

A A+I 
-----

A+N A+N+I 

A+N A+N+I 

A+ (V - I) N A+ (V - I) N + I 

A+ (V - I) N A+ (V - I) N + 11 

Raster Address Line No. 

A+N- I 

A+N- I 

A +2N - I 
r-------~ 

A +2N - I 

A +VN- I 

A +VN- I 

0 
I 
I 
I 

Nr 

0 
I 
I 
I 

Nr 

0 
I 
I 
I 

Nr 

0 

l V-1 

When Start Address (R12, R13) ="A", horizontal display character= "N", vertical display 
character= "V", and Maximum Baster Address= "Nr" have been set, the relationship between the 
screen display position of the Refresh Memory Addresses and the Raster Addresses conforms to 
the above figure. Taking the character at Address "A + 1" as an example, the address of A + 1 
is output "Nr + 1" times (at eaclh output, the Raster Address is sequentially incremented from Oto 
Nr), and the VRAM data having that address is read at each output (in two-byte units, with the even 
bytes signifying the Character Codes and the odd bytes signifying the Attribute Codes). Next, the 
Character Code read from VRAM is latched by an external circuit and input to the higher-order 
address of the Font ROM. Since the Raster Address is input to the lower-order address, each time 
the Address A + 1 arrives, the data of the consecutive lines (from 1stto lower) is read. (Line switching 
is performed according to the Raster Addresses.) Then, according to the Attribute Code that is read 
together with the Character code from VRAM, the color is selected for the higher- or lower-order 
bits depending on whether Font data is present or absent, and the character is displayed. At this 
time, when A + 1 has been set at the Cursor Address Registers (R14, R15), the cursor will also be 
displayed over the character beiing described above. Similar to the case when Font data is present, 
the cursor color will be selected according to the lower four bits (Foreground) of the Attribute Code. 
In case both B and P of the Cursor Start Raster Register are set to ·a- as with the IBM PC Standard, 
the cursor will blink in 16-field cyclc3s. The border of the display area will be displayed in the color 
selected by Bits 0-3 of the Color Register. (When BINH = T, the border will be displayed in black, 
the equivalent of IRGB = "0000" .) 

1st CC 

1st AT 

2nd CC 

2nd AT 

I 
I 
I 

Address 

0 

2 

3 
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The memory map for Text Mode consists of 
two-byte units as shown on the left. (Be sure that 
the even bytes are Character Codes and the odd 
bytes are Attribute Codes.) 



There are two types of Kanji Display Modes: one processes kanji in two-byte units and the other 
in four-byte units. In case of two-byte units (GR Mo= ·o-), a portion of the odd bytes used for Character 
Code(H) is used, so the Attributes will become simplified. In case of four-byte units (GRMo= T), 
two bytes are used for the Character Code, one byte is unused, and the remaining byte is used for 
the Att1ribute Code (with functions identical to those of Text Mode). For details, see the description 
of kanji display on Page 30 of subsection 3-6-10, "Address 24H." 

[=t] Character Code (L) 0 Character Code (L) 

Character Code (H) 1 Character Code (H) 

+ simple Attributes 2 Not used 

3 Attribute 

4-:2. GRAPHICS MODES 

4-2-1. 1 Byte Modes 

ThE~re are two types of IBM PC Standard Graphics Modes: the 640 x 1 Bit Mode (with 200 rows of 
640 PELs, and referred to as the High Resolution Graphics Mode for the IBM PC) wherein each bit 
o·f a byte has a 1: 1 correspondence with the display PE Ls, and the 320 x 2 Bit Mode (with 200 rows 
of 320 PELs, and referred to as the Medium Resolution Graphics Mode for the IBM PC) which controls 
the display color using two-bit units of one byte (so that the size of display PELs in the horizontal 
direction is double that of the 640 x 1 Bit Mode). 
Th•3 numerals 640 and 320 are representative examples of the quantity of display PELs in the hori
zontal direction and that quantity is changed by the setting at the Horizontal Displayed Register 
(R1). Therefore, the 720 x 348 Graphics Mode of Hercules can also be displayed. (Its Display Mode 
is identical to that of the 640 x 1 Bit Mode, but the only quantity of display PELs differs.) 

4-2-1-1 .. 640 x 1 Bit Mode 

17 6 5 4 3 2 1 a I 
i i i l i i i i 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 
PEL PEL PEL PEL PEL PEL PEL PEL 

4-2-1-2. 320 x 2 Bit Mode 

765432<=~ 
C1 Co C1 c~yoJC2~ 

i i i i 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
PEL PEL PEL PEL 
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This mode is enabled when GRM1 = GRMo = ·o
and Bit 4 of the Mode Register is T. The display 
PELs have a 1 : 1 correspondence with each bit 
of the bytes read from VRAM. When data exists 
(RD= T), the color (out of 16 possible colors) 
selected by Bits 3-0 of the Color Registe,r is dis-
played. When no data exists (RD= "O'), black 
(IRGB = "0000") is displayed. The border is si
milar displayed in black (IRGB = "0000"). 

This mode is enabled when GRM1 =GR Mo= ·o
and Bit 4 of the Mode Register is ·o-. Since two 
bits of each datum read from VRAM specify the 
color of the display PEL, up to four colors can 
be simultaneously displayed. 
The size of the display PELs in the horizontal 
direction is double that of the 640 x 1 Bit Mode. 



The four colors that can be displayed are preset as two types (SET1 and SET2), and are selected 
by Bit 5 of the Color Register. (Ba 5= ·1· selects SET2.) When Bit 2 of the Mode Register is '1' 
(B/W = '1'), however, both SET1 and SET2 become the same color set. 

SET1 SET2 B/W=1 
Golc >r 

C1 Co I R G B I R G B I R G B 

1ound SEL SEL SEL SEL SEL SEL SEL SEL SEL SEL SEL SEL 
I R G B I R G B I R G B 0 0 Backgr 

1r 1 SEL 
0 1 0 

SEL 
0 1 1 SEL 

0 1 1 IN IN IN O Colo 

1r 2 SEL 1 0 0 
SEL 1 0 1 SEL 1 0 0 IN IN IN O Colo 

1r 3 SEL 1 1 0 
SEL 1 1 1 SEL 1 1 1 IN IN IN Colo 

When C1 =Co= 'O', the color is s,elected by Bits 3-0 (sequentially, SEL-1, -R, -G, and -B) of the Color 
Register for display. (The samei holds true for the border, but when BINH = '1', the border will be 
displayed in black (IRGB = "0000").) 
Each of the color 1-3 is able to select SET1 or SET 2. Bit 4 (SEL-IN) of the Color Register also controls 
the Intensity of the color 1-3. 

4-2-1-3. 160 x 4 Bit Mode 

I ~ 6 5 4 3 

R G BI 1 

i 
1st PEL 

{Memory Map) 

2 

R G 

i 
2nd PEL 

~ 
'This mode is enabled when GRM1 =GR Mo= '1'. 
Since the color of each display PEL is specified 
in four-bit units of the data read from VRAM, up 
to 16 colors can be simultaneously displayed. 
lrhe size of the display PELs in the horizontal 
direction is four times that of the 640 x 1 Bit Mode. 
lrhe border will be displayed in the color selected 
by Bits 3-0 of the Color Register (but when 
BINH = '1', the border will be displayed in black 
(IRGB = "0000")). 

The CGA software for the IBM PC is designed so that the data of the even lines and odd lines is stored 
in separate banks, then the bank.s are switched according to the Raster Address RAo for the reading 
of the data (2 Bank Mode). 

Address 

1st 0 

2nd 

I 

! 
Even Scan (0, 2, 4, .... ) 

i ---
Nth 8192 ! 

N + 1th 8193 Odd Scan (1, 3, 5, .... ) 

i 

With Hercules software, the data is stored in separate banks in four-line cycles, then the banks are 
switched according to the Raste!r Address RAo, RA1 (4 Bank Mode). That is, the data of Lines 0, 4, 
S, ... is placed in the first SK bytes, the data of Lines 1, 5, 9, ... is placed in the next SK bytes, the 
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data of Lines 2, 6, 10, ... is placed in the next BK bytes, and the data of Lines 3, 7, 11, ... is placec 
in the last BK bytes. As result, a memory capacity that is double that for the 2 Bank Mode is required. 

The units {per character) for setting the horizontal- related 6B45 registers is 16-PEL units by 640 x 
1 Bit Mode conversion in case of the Graphics Mode. Be sure to use memory from a even-numbered 
address. 

4-2-2. 2 Byte Modes 

In the Graphics Mod_es expanded beyond the IBM PC Standard, a memory capacity double (per bank) 
that of the 1 Byte Mode is required, but an increased quantity of colors can be simultaneously dis
played. 

4-2-2-1. 640 x 2 Bit Mode 

1st Byte 2nd Byte 

~) 4 3 2 

~:1 Co C1 Co C1 Co 

0 7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

C1 Co l C1 Co I C1 Co I C1 Co 

i i i i i i i i 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 
PEL PEL PEL PEL PEL PEL PEL PEL 

This mode is enabled when GRM1 = ·o-, GR Mo= '1", and Bit 4 of the Mode Register is T. The 
display colors are identical to those of the 320 x 2 Bit Mode {simultaneous display of four colors), 
and the size of display PELs is identical to that of the 640 x 1 Bit Mode. 

4-2-2-2. 320 x 4 Bit Mode 

1st Byte 2nd Byte 

tH3 4 3 2 :J I : 
6 5 4 3 2 13] 

G Bi 1 R G R G Bi 1 R G B 

i i i i 
1st PEL 2nd PEL 3rd PEL 4th PEL 

This mode is enabled when GRM1 = ·o-, GRMo= '1", and Bit 4 of the Mode Register is ·o-. The 
display colors arn identical to those of the 160 x 4 Bit Mode {simultaneous display of 16 colors), 
and the size of display PELs is identical to that of the 320 x 2 Bit Mode. 

4-2-3. 4 Byte Modes 

In the Graphics Modes expanded beyond the IBM PC Standard, a memory capacity four times {per 
bank) that of the 1 Byto Mode is required, but an increased quantity of colors can be simultaneously 
display·ed, making possible a variegated display. 

4-:2-3-1. 640 x 4 Bit Mode 

1st Byte 2nd Byte 

76 54 3~ 76543210 

IR GB IR GB 'R GsI' R GB 

i i i i 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
PEL PEL PEL PEL 

3rd Byte 

76543210 

IR Gall R GB 
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i 
5th 
PEL 

i 
6th 
PEL 

4th Byte 

76543210 

IR Gs} 1 R GB 

i 
7th 
PEL 

i 
8th 
PEL 



This mode is enabled when GRM1 = ·1·, GRMo= ·a-, and Bit 4 of the Mode Register is '1'. The 
display colors are identical to those of the 160 x 4 Bit Mode (simultaneous display of 16 colors), 
and the size of display PEL.s is identical to that of the 640 x 1 Bit Mode. 

4-2-3-2. 320 x 8 Bit Mode 

1st Byte 2nd Byte 3rd Byte 4th Byte 

I 1 6 54 32~ [16 54 32 101 176 54 32 101116 5 4 3 2 1 o I 
i i i i 

1st PEL 2nd PEL 3rd PEL 4th PEL 

This mode is enabled when GRM1=·1 ·, GR Mo= 'O', and Bit 4 of the Mode Register is 'O'. Since 
the color of each display PEL is specified in byte units, up to 256 colors can be simultaneously 
displayed. The size of the display PELs is iderntical to that of the 320 x 2 Bit Mode. The border 
will be displayed in the color selected by Bits 3-0 of the Color Register (but when BINH = '1', 
the border will be displayed in black (IRGB = "0000")). 

[1 6 514 8 211 ol 
R2 R1 Ro G2 G1 Go B2 B1 

(BO is identical to B2) 

When CPLE = '1' and SWC == '1', the eight-bit data will be sequentially output to correspond to 
each bit of the Color Palette as shown above. (The Color Palette will not be used, but set 
CPLE = · 1 · .) This eight-bit output is used as the addresses of an external Color Lookup Table, 
enabling the simultaneous display of 256 colors out of large number of colors (for example, 
4096 colors). Bo is made an output identical to 132 so that the Blue 2 bit is converted into a pseudo 
Blue 3 bit as shown below: 

B 

0 B2 B1 Bo 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 

0 1 0 

Consequently, 256 colors can be simultaneously displayed even if the three respective bits of 
R, G, and B are connected via a digital-to-analog converter to a linear RGB monitor. 
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5. MEMORY 

Since the PCDC allots time for the CPU even during display time, CPU can also read and write with 
respect to VRAM. (Re~ading and writing are possible at any time without waiting the retrace line 
time and without any display disturbance.) Since the timing the PCDC allots for the CPU and the 
timing for the arrival of Read/Write instructions from the CPU are asynchronous, a method has been 
adopted in which a Wait state is applied to the CPU by MEMRDY. This enables the CPU to read from 
and write to memory without requiring consideration for the timing during PCDC-VRAM data transfer. 

Timing o I 23456789ABCDEFO 12345678 9ABCDEF 

Master Clock nJ .n..n._ 
Receive Timing for R/W _ ___Jl _____________ __....n._ _______ _ 

t (SCT==O) f 
MEMRDY / 
(SCT = 0) ___, 14_,__ __ _ 440ns _j~----------------------------

(

XA 
16i8US 

(SCT= 1) Receive Timing for R/W 

__J 

_J 
813US (XA 

(SCT= 1) Receive Ti_m_in_9 _to_r _RIW _____ n.__ ____________ ___.n __ _ 
+ 

MEMRDY / 
(SCT= 1) 

+ "---------/ ' ' '---- -----·----

The rising edge of MEMRDY is synchronized with Timing 1 of the above figure. On the other hand, 
the timing for Read/Write instructions from the CPU to VRAM conforms to Timing 4. Consequently, 
the minimum Wait ti mo consists of approximately 13 Master Clock cycles from the time a Read/Write 
instruction is input at Timing 4, while the maximum Wait time consists of approximately "13i + 16" 
Master Clock cycles from the time a Read/Write instruction is input at Timing 5. For example, in 
case the Master Clock frequency is 14.318 MHz, the Wait time will be 0.9 to 2.0 microseconds. 
Since the interval between the rising edge of MEMRDY until the Read/Write instruction is reiceived 
consists of only about three Master Clock cycles (210 ns in case the Master Clock frequency is 14.318 
MH:z). As result, when a high-speed CPU is used, even if the next Read/Write instruction arrives 
440 ns after the Wait state is canceled, it cannot be received and must await the next R/W Receive 
timing. The Wait time in case of a 14.318 MHz Master Clock frequency will thus be as follows: 

1000 
-- x 16 x 2 - 440 = 1795 ns =. 1.8 µs 
14.318 

Since the use of a high-speed CPU is meaningless at the above speed, the PCDC provides a. timing 
for a high-speed CPU in order to minimize the Wait time. When SCT is set to "1" (see Paragraph (1) 
of subsection 3-6-9, "Address 23H"), the rising edge of MEMRDY will synchronize with Timing 0 of 
the preceding figure, and the Receive Timing for Read/Write instructions will synchronizE~d with 
either Timing 9for a 16·-bit bus configuration of the VRAM or Timing A for an eight-bit bus configuration 
of the VRAM. (In case the horizontal font size if 6 or 7, SCT will be invalid.) 
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Consequently, the interval from the rising edge of MEMRDY to the Receive Timing for a Read/Write 
instruction will consist of approximately nine Master Clock cycles (550 ns even in case of a 16.257 
MHz Master Clock Frequency). When a high-speed CPU used, since a Read/Write instruction arriving 
440 ns after the Wait state is cancel 1ed will be received, the Wait time in case of a 14.318 MHz Master 
Clock frequency will be as follows: 

1000 

14
.
31

9 x 16 - 440 = 677 ns :::; 0.68 µs 

With an 8 MHz high-speed CPU, assuming that the interval following the cancellation of the Wait 
state until the output of the next Flead/Write instruction lasts approximately 3.5 to 4.5 Processor 
Clock cycles, the Waittime will bE~ 437.5to 562.5 ns, so the Waittime reduction bySCT = '1" will become 
effective. 

5-1. ADDRESS CONNl:CTION 

The PCDC permits selection of eithc~r SAAM or DRAM for use as VRAM. In addition, an 8-bit or 16-bit 
bus .configuration can be selecte~d for the VRAM data bus. In subsection 3-6-12, "Address 26H," the 
address output in case of a 16-bit bus configuration using SAAM was previously discussed. The table 
below describes the address output for the other cases. 

AD15 AD14 AD"13 AD12 AD11 AD10 AD9 ADS AD7 AD6 ADS AD4 AD3 AD2 AD1 ADO 

SRAM, 16-bit bus V15 V14 v1a V12 V11 V10 V9 vs V7 V6 V5 V4 V3 V2 V1 Vo 

SRAM, 8-bit bus V14* vrn H/L V12 V11 V10 V9 vs V7 V6 V5 V4 V3 V2 V1 VO 

DRAM, 16-bit bus GPE V'l2/V15 V11/V13 V10/V4 V9/V3 V8/V2 V7/V1 V6/VO V5/V14 CAS RAS xc XR 

DRAM, 8-bit bus GPE V'l2/V14 V11/H/L V10/V4 V9/V3 V8/V2 V7/V1 V6/VO V5/V13 CAS RAS xc XR 

V1s-Vo in the above table a.re the addresses output to the AD1s-AD0 pins described in subsection 
3-6-12. The "H/L" bit of the 8-bit bus configuration is the address for selecting the odd or even address 
byte. (H/L = '1" selects the odd address byte. With the 16-bit bus configuration, two bytes (odd and 
even) are simultaneously accessed, so H/L is not output.) When Register Bank A15 = ·o-, V14* of a 
SAAM 8-bit bus outputs GPE. (GPIE is the ORed output of Bits 0 and 1 of the Control/ID Register.) 
When DRAM is in use, the Row addresses and Column addresses are output according to time 
sharing, and "a" and "b" of an address expressed as "alb" respectively signifies a Row Address 
and Column address. In addition, the RAS and CAS timing required for DRAM use as well as the 
- -
XR and XC signals for switching1 the CPU addresses are also output from the AD3-ADo pins. 
PCDC employs a method of outputting only the addresses for display use to VRAM, with the addresses 
from CPU for accessing VRAM being externally multiplexed. The LSB of the CPU-side addresses 
are used for specifying the even and odd address bytes. With an 8-bit bus configuration, therefore, 
the LSB on the CPU side is conne~cted to the bit corresponding to H/L. With a 16-bit bus configuration, 
the WE signal of VRAM is externally generated from the WE signal of PCDC and the LSB on the CPU 
side (see CHAPTER 7, "SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS") and controls writing to the even and odd 
address bytes. (At this time, th~;) output to the VRAM data bus, the switching between the odd and 
even address bytes during readin~J, and so on, are performed by the Ao pin, which is connected to 
the lowest-order address on the CPU side.) The other addresses of CPU are sequentially connected 
from the lowest bit to correspond to Vo-V1s. 
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Ao=O Ao=1 
CPU VRAM Bus Configuration 1------.----+---~----1 

Read write Read write 

8-bit bus configuration RD1-o RD1-o RD1-o RD1-o 
8-bit bus CPU 

16-bit bus configuration RD1-o RD1-o RD1s-a RD1s-a 
<----~--_._---~-------_j~-----+-·~--1-----~--+------

16-bit bus CPU 16-bit bus configuration RD1-o RD1-o RD1-o High Impedance 
'----~---'-----------'-~~----'-------'----~--~ 

The above table describes whether the higher- or lower-order side of the VRAM data bus will be 
valid, depending on the bus configuration of VRAM and CPU. The data bus that is disabled during 
writing will assume the high-impedance state. 

5-2. DRAM REFRESH 

DRAM 1requires refreshing for each of the 128 Row addresses within 2 ms at most, or for each of the 
256 Row addresses within 4 ms at most. Though the address output for display use should preferably 
satisfy 1the above conditions, the screen configuration will prevent them from being satisfied in some 
cases. 
For this reason, PCDG outputs the address for Refreshing outside of display time (during retrace 
line time). Since the addresses for display use are output during an period formed by the "value 
set to the Horizontal Displayed Register during Low Resolution Text or Graphics Mode + 1" (The 
value for High Resolution Text Mode must be divided by two for conversion into the value of the 
Low Resolution Text Mode), the difference of horizontal total character minus this period will become 
the timing for outputting the address for Refreshing. The addresses for Refreshing are output while 
counting only this interval. The count of the Refresh address at the next line will begin from the next 
address of the last one for Refreshing. The Refresh address counter consists of eight bits and the 
Refresh timing is output as a Row address, so RAS-only Refreshing can be performed. (Outside 
the display time, CAS is output at high level.) Assuming the setting of the horizontal total character 
to "M", the horizontal displayed character to "D", and the time for one horizontal character as "T", 
perform setting so that the below relationship is satisfied: 

~[ 128 ~ M x T x J < 2 ms 
M - (D + 1) 

Equation 1 

In the above equation, the double brackets"[[]]" signify that all values shall be rounded to integers.· 
Taking the example of a CGA-Standard setting with a Master Clock frequency of 14.318 MHz, since 
M == 381-1+1 and D = 28H, their decimal equivalents become M = 57 and D = 40, resulting in thE~ below 
equation: 

1 
T = -- x 16 = 1.117 µS 

14.318 
Equation 2 

Substitiuting Equation 2 into Equation 1 gives the following result, so it is evident that the Hefresh 
conditions have been satisfied: 

57 x 1. 117 x IT[ -1~ ]TI = 57 x 1 117 x 8 = 509 µs < 2 ms 
li 57 - 41 u . 

With SHAM, note that refreshing is unnecessary and that setting can be freely performed without 
the above restrictions. 
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6. MONITOR l~IT'ERFACES 

6-1. DIGITAL INPUT CRT 

A digital input CRT, such as the IBM color monitor, IBM monochrome monitor, EGA monitor, etc., 
is connected via a buffer (74LS:244). (A buffer is required due to the large lead-in current of the 
monitor.) Any of these monitors is connected using a 9-pin D-shell connector, but be sure that the 
output from PCDC avoids conflict within its pin arrangement. 

Connector 
Color Monitor 

chrome Mono 
Mo 

EGA Monitor PCDC Pin Name 
Bit of Color 

Pin No. 

1 Gnd 

2 (Gnd) 

3 Red 

4 Green 

5 Blue 

6 Intensity 

7 

8 Hsy 

9 Vsy 

nitor 

G 

(G 

nd 

nd) 

lnte nsity 

ideo v 
H SY 

·VsY 

Palette 
1----

Gnd Vss 

Secondary Red LD2 G2 

Primary Red LDe B2 

Primary Green LDs B1 
--

Primary Blue LD4 Bo 

SE~condary Green LD7 Go 

Secondary Blue LD3 Ro 

Hsy Hsy 

-VsY VsY 

Since Pin 2 requires grounding with a color or monochrome monitor (PCDC will output 'O' level to 
Pin 2), so allow selection of Gndl or LD2 between an EGA monitor and others. With a monochrome 
monitor, even in case of using Gray Scaling/Hatching Mode and setting IEN to ·1· to use Intensity, 
the Intensity signal will be output from the same pin listed in the above table (Set LS1 = LSo = 'O' to 
enable the 1 Bit Serial Mode.). In case an EGA monitor will be used, perform setting so that the 
desired output can be achieved using the Color Palette (referring to the correspondence between 
the Color Palette bits in the above table). The same hold trues when using the Color Palette with 
a color monitor (also setting CPLE == '1' to enable the Color Palette). Since the Vertical Sync signals 
will be positive pulses for a colcJr monitor, and will be negative pulses for a monochrome or EGA 
monitor, their polarity is reversHd. But since the polarity is controlled by SYTH (SYTH = '1' selects 
negative pulses), external control of polarity is unnecessary. 

Buffer output ~____.. Monitor 

* 
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Note that the insertion of a capacitor and resistor 
after the buffer is effective in reducing the in
terference between signals and preventing color 
deviation. (The respective values of the capacitor 
and resistors should be about 47p and 30 ohms. 



6-2. LINEAR RGB MONITOR 

Using a simplified method of digital-to-analog conversion which mixes the signal which outputs three 
bits each of R, G, and B via mixing resistors that conform to the weighting of those bits, the signal 
is convE~rted into an analog signal for connection to a linear RGB monitor. The method of digital-to
analog conversion is simple but requires only a small number of bits, and provides a satisfactory 
linearity similar to that of a photograph. When a linear RGB monitor will be used, be sure~ to set 

CPLE = '1" and SWC = T CSY shall be used as the Sync signal. (CSY is a Composite Sync signal 
created from the Horizontal and Vertical Sync signals, and is output from the CSY pin.) 

(A Waveform after Digital-to-Analog Conversion) 

6-3. COMPOSITE INPUT CRT 

(Output Waveform) 
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The Composite signals are created by resistor 
mixing. An NTSC color display is valid only with 
a 14.318 MHz (4fsc) Master Clock frequency. The 
mixing of DR, DG, and DB serves to provide the 
differences in intensity according to color, but 
colors will be displayed without the mixing. 

-- --
Mixing of BLA or LDo (BFP) respectively enables 
the control of the pedestal level or of the Color 
Burst signal offset. The B/W Composite signals 
can be achieved by avoiding mixing of BST, but 
gray scaling of 16 shades can be achieved by 
mixing DI, DR, DG, and DB (the mixing resistors 
will differ from those used for color display). 



The preceding photographs depict the output of an NTSC-standard Composite signal and its phase 
characteristics in the case of a 14.3"18 MHz Master C~ock frequency (when using the previously-shown 
circuit). 
The Composite signals can also be created from the signals used for a linear RGB monitor, by in
putting the signals for linear RGB (R, G, B, and CSY) into a commercially available NTSC encoder 
(Motorola's MC1377, Rohm's BAn30L, etc.) and externally mounting a 3.58 MHz (fsc) X'tal for os
cillation of the color subcarriers. {For details, refer to the reference materials on NTSC encoders.) 

6-4. LCD 
Manufacturers are marketing a variety of LCD panels (with one- or two-screens or differences in 
the duty, quantity of horizontal display PELs, quantity of bits for data transmission, etc.). Never
theless, PCDC is capable of connection to these various LCDs by setting the Register Bank. 
(Connection can be made either diirectly or via a CMOS buffer). 

SCK 

DATA 

SCK n___rL_) 
I 1.2 I 3.4 J DATA 

SCK 

') ---1 ~-4--J-DATA 

I Bit Serial 

2 Bit Even/Odd 

4 Bit Parallel 

According to the increase in the quantity of data 
transmission bits, the relationship between the 
transmission data (DAT A) and the Shift Clock 
(SCK) conforms to the figure on the left. Though 

. the time required for sending the data for four 
PELs is the same in any case, an increase in the 
quantity of transmission bits will reduce the SCK 
frequency. In case of 8Bit Parallel, the SCK 
frequency will be further reduced by half. In all 
cases, the first half of the data is sent when 
SCK = · 1 · and the last half is sent when 
SCK = ·o-, so starting the transmission of data 
at the falling edge of SCK is appropriate for LCD 
panels. When using a one-screen LCD or a sin
gle-drive type two-screen LCD, the SCK cycles 
during 1 Bit Serial Mode are identical to those 
of the Master Clock. Since the data for both the 
top and bottom screens are simultaneously 
transmitted for a dual-drive type two-screen LCD, 
however, the SCK cycles in 1 Bit Serial Mode are 
double those of the Master Clock. 

With a dual-drive type two-screen LCD, the data of the upper and lower screens is respectively output 
to LD3-LDo and LD7-LD4. For otlher LCDs, the data is output to LD3-LDo. 
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LC(HSY) 

SCK ___f1Jt....n_ ______ _ 

Data (LD3, LD7) 

(
LD3, LD7) 

Data 
LD2, LDe 

M 

D~ - - - - - - - I D639 I D640] (1 Bit Serial) 

i---~-:---+-~-:-1-~B----- H 

D637 D639 

D638 D640 

--
D1 Ds D9 D633 D637 

D2 De D10 D634 D638 

D3 D7 D11 D635 D639 

D4 Da D12 D636 D640 

I 2 

'---------------iJf~---------r1~------
ssj ..._ --

(2 Bit Even/Odd) 

(4 Bit Parallel) 

The numerals represent the 

Display Lines. 

6-5. PLASMA DISPLAY 

HSY __r- I 
SCK Jt_n_rt_ --------

D633 D637 

D634 D638 

D635 D639 
(4 Bit Parallel) 

D636 D640 
~-

VSY :vw~ +-- The numerals represent the 

---------cH'"----.... , Display Lines. 

1--.... 

(Though the quantity of bits used for data transmission is varied, the above figure illustrates the 
case of 4Bit Parallel Mode.) 
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For plasma displays as weU, manufacturers are marketing a variety of types (with differences in the 
quantity of horizontal/vertical display PELs, quantity of bits for data transmission, etc.). Nevertheless, 
PCDC is capable of connection to these various types of panels by setting the Register Bank. Though 
-- --
HSY and VSY for Panel use do not satisfy interface specifications in some panels, HSY and VSY for 
CRT use can be inverted and used to achieve connection. Consequently, connection can be made 
either directly or via a CMOS blJlffer (an inverting buffer in some cases). 
With a one-screen plasma panel:, the relationship between DATA and the Shift Clock SCK is identical 
to the case of LCDs. For panels capable of Intensity input, set IEN to '1' and perform connection to 
output Intensity to LD7-LD4. (A double-sequence output will be formed, but it will not affect the re
lationship between DATA and SCK.) 

6-6. EL PANEL 

EL panels can also be connected to PCDC. Although a few manufacturers presently exists, the in
terface specifications can be satisfiied by inverting the Shift Clock for connection. (Connection can 
be made either directly or via a CMOS buffer (an inverting buffer for SCK only).) 
With a one-screen EL panel as well, the relationship between DATA and the Shift Clock SCK is 
identical to the case of LCDs. (Actually, since invE~rted SCK signals are used, the first half of the 

-- --
data is sent when SCK = 'O' and tho last half is sent when SCK = '1', which is suited for beginning 
data transmission at the rising e1dge of SCK.) 

HSY~ I 
SCK __fl_J[_Jl_ -·-------
SCK ~ 

Data (LD3) I D1 I D2 I lliJ - - - - - - - -- I D639 I D640 I (1 Bit Serial) 
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7. SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 

7-"h__U~E OF SRAM (For 16-Bit Bus, CGA) 

Odd Address Bvtes 
Address (/) ::iE 

:c <( 
-0 a: SK x S bit SAAM 
'O en ca 

A3-o <I~ I~ 8 

IOSEL 

IOW 

CPU 
IOR 

MEMW 

I~ I~ Even Address Bytes 
(/) 

:c ::iE 
-0 <( SK x S bit SAAM 
~ a: ca 

en 8 
..... --------1 MEMRDY 
...._ ______ _.,.RESET CCL---------. 

Data-------- CD RDo-7 1---~------. 

PCDC 
EC 

r----lMLSW 

<[~ LDT 
Light Pen 

61 < f- >- >- >- RA a ..Jcncncncn 
..J Ill Ill(.) :c > 

To monitor 

Character 
Font 
ROM 

----~cK Latch 

'-4--.mcK Latch 

Initialization can be achieved by software according to the above figure. 
Initialization by hardware will conform to the below figure. 

+5 

RA4 (Set CGA mode) 

LSW (Set 16 Bit Bus) 

LDT (Set SRAM as VRAM) 

The above configuration also permits display in the expanded Graphics Modes (The memory ca
pacity, however, needs to be expanded.). 
In casH only graphics will be displayed, the Latch and Character Font ROM can be omitted. 
Since SRAMs are being used, the Hercules Mode or an 8-bit bus configuration is also possible. 
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7-2. USE OF DRAM (For 8-Bit Bus, Hercules) 
·~----------------~ 

XR 

xc 
ESY 

>-- IOW GPE 

AD 
)-ti IOR 

WE 

RAS 

MEMW GAS 

RDo-7 

---- MEMR CCL 

RD1s 

---- MEMRDY 
CK Latch ------ RESET 

EC OE 
Data1---------- CD Latch 

CK 
PCDC 

LSW 

<I I c=: ..__--4.,._....,. CK 
LDT 

Light Pen 

To monitor 

Character 
Font 
ROM 

DEC 

Initialization can be achieved by software according to the above figure. 
Initialization by hardware will conform to the below figure. 

Latch 

64K x 4 bit 

DRAM x 2 

As shown in the above diagram, the ESIO = 1 setting is required for the HGC Full mode (For ones 
with other modes, the initial hardware setting is acceptable). In the case of the Half mode, adapt 
the ESY terminals for the 9 font input to enable for the initial hardware setting (Since the DC output 
from the character Font ROM wHI be connected to the ESYterminals, the bit used for AND and LATCH 
are not necessary. Refer to the PGDC board diagram in 10-2 for details.). 

___ ....,.___.,.. RA4 (Set Hercules mode) 

:::1-----1{:--·-------.. LSW (Set 8 Bit Bus) 

Li~-1{::J-- _,... LDT (Set DRAM as VRAM) 

RESET---~ 

+5 +5 

The above configuration also permits display in the expanded Graphics Modes (except 4 Byte 

Graphics Mode). 
In case only graphics will be displayed, the Latch and Character Font ROM can be omitted. 
Since DRAMs are being used, the CGA Mode or a 16-bit bus configuration is also possible. 
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7-3. KANJI DISPLAY 

7-3 .. 1. for 8 x n (FON= 101) 

Data 

SAAM OE 

WE 
Address 

U) 
U) 
Q) 

-5 
"C 
<( 

I~ "' I~ ~ 
a: 

DRAMs can also be substituted. 

.c: 
0 -SAAM ctS 

...J 

OE Data ~ 
(.) 

WE 
Address 

I hl 
PCDC 

Kanji cannot be displayed using an 8-bit bus configuration. 

.c: 
0 -ctS 

...J 

~ 
(.) 

<( 
a: 

The Latch marked with an asterisk and the ROM (for intensity) are required only for controlling 
Intensity after setting GRM1 = T. 
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7-3-2. For 16 x n (FON= 110) 

fl) 

~ 
"C 
"O 
<( 

Data ------

0 
·<C !lo! 11~ 1~ ~ 

> a: () ~ 
a: 

SRAMs can also be substituted. 

DRAM 
CAS 

Data 
RAS 

WE Address 

PCDC 

..c 
(.) ...... 
ca 

....I 

~ 
(.) 

I~ 

..c 
(.) ...... 
ca 

....I 

~ 
(.) 

<( 
a: 

In Interlace Mode, the RA4 pin is connected to the lowest-order address of ROM. Because an 
signal inverted at every fie1ld will be output from the RA4 pin (set RA4= RIM= T), the kanji 
will be displayed by interpolation of the even and odd fields. 
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7-4. USE OF A CHARACTER FONT RAM 
----·---- - -Data £ £ 

SRA
M OE ... ~~-------~--oE SRAM <ti <ti 

CE -. _., CE Data ___ __,_.._, ~ f----+1 ~ 

Address WE~ 

+ 
..... We Address + T. 

~ ...-----+----+ 1--1~ Character Font RAM 

~ t----+----t--, ( ~l~-u~~ 
~~-+-+-----r.;J~T----1 ~~f ~~---~~ 

+--r>""'....,.~-'--11---1-----'T 
] . ("~--------' 

·~--+----+-t--t-1 

c ....I ,._ 

<( 8 8 I~ 
a: 

PCDC 

6 
<( 

<( 
a: 

DRAMs can also be used as VRAM. (Only SRAM can be used for the Character Font RAM.) 
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7-5. USE OF A 16-BIT HUS CPU 

1------------Data 

CDB-15 

(High Byte) 

BHE 

CK 

Latch 

OE 

w 
~ 

=f 
a:: 
~ 
UI 
~: 

I~ 

~ 
:E 
w 
:E 

I 
~ 
:E 
w 
:E 

WE 

Data 

WE 

"' 6 
'° 0 0 a: a: 

0 
(.) 

1. 
,._ ~ 
8 ~ 
(.) 0 

::::!.. 

Address 

DRAM 
GAS 

RAS 

Address 

Address 

DRAM 
GAS ~ 

RAS 

I~ I~ 
0 I~ I~ <( 

PCDC 

SRAMs can also be substituted. Alphanumerical or Chinese character display is possible. 
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7-6. OPERATING TIMING 

7-6-1. 16-Bit Bus Configuration 

Ol 23456789ABCDEFOl23456789ABCDEF 

Master Clock rLilJ1 
--c 0th 

I 
I st 

High Impedance 
2nd 3rd ( ::ol5 

J SRAM CPU 

h ' CCL n l_ 
OE l ,.------

lcPu,. RI :------, L] I 
I 

ff L_ 

WE 
C~•W l ________________ ___.___, 

( ADo-7 

RAS 

~~~_._,_th_C_As....__l_st~CA_s__. 

r-i, __ 
High Impedance 

DRAM XR 

CPU 

1:st latch output, post-VRAM 0th cc 1st CC 2nd CC 3rd CC 

2nd latch output, post-VRAM 0th cc 1st CC 2nd CC 

Latch output, post-Font ROM ----r=: 0th Font Data I st Font Data 

The above figure shows the timing of the various signals in High Resolution Text Mode (in case the 
horizontal font size is 8 PELs). The Character Codes are latched by an external circuit at the rising 
edge 011 CCL, then are latched again at the falling edge of CCL in order to provide leeway in the 
access time of the Font ROM. After the data from the Font ROM is latched at the falling edge of 
CCL, it is input to PCDC by EC via the RD bus. 
The Attribute data is directly input to PCDC. (A lag occured between the timing of the Attribute and 
Font data is internally adjusted at PCDC.) 

In case of performing display by switching the Font ROM addresses in accordance with different 
Intensity value in the Attribute Code (for example, when normally using a Single PEL Font, but 
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switching to a Double PEL Font iin High Intensity Mode to achieve a Bold effect), increase the quantity 
of bits for the 1st and 2nd Latche1s to allow latching of the High Intensity value. (Since the Character 
Code and Attribute Code are simultaneously accessed due to the 16-bit bus configuration of VRAM, 
latching can be easily performed.) In Low Resolution Text Mode, the 0th and 1st address (as well 

-- --
as the 2nd and 3rd addresses) will be identical, and OE, EC, and CAS will change as depicted by 
the broken-line status in the pre~ceding figure (but the data flow of Text display will be the same as 
that in High Resolution Text Mode). In (1 Byte) Graphics Mode, the timing of the various signals 
will be the same as that in Low Resolution Text Mode, but all display data will be directly input to 
PCDC from the RD bus. 
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7-6 .. 2. 8-Bit Bus Configuration 

1st latch output, post-VRAM I st CC 2nd CC 3rd CC 

2nd latch output, post-VRAM 1st CC 2nd CC I 
Latc:h output, post-Font ROM 0th Font Data I st Font Data I 
High Intensity latched by OE 0th AT I st AT 2nd AT 3rd A~ 

The above figure shows the timing of the various signals in High Resolution Text Mode (in case the 
horizontal font siz1e is 8 PELs). The data flow is identical that for the 16-bit bus configuration, but 
the Character Codes and Attribute Codes are alternately accessed with an 8-bit bus configuration. 
For this reason, in achieve use a Bold effect, the High Intensity value in the Attribute Code must 
be latched at the rising edge of OE, latched again at the falling edge of CCL, then supplied to the 
Font ROM addresses. 
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7-7. OTHER PRECAUTllONS 

Be sure that any unnecessary input pins of PCDC are pulled up or down in order to conserve power 
dissipation and to prevent destruction by static electricity. For the same reason, also be sure that 
any unnecessary 1/0 pins are pull led up or down. (In the sense of preventing a short-circuited current 
after Power Start-Up until the input/output have settled, do not directly connect to the power supply 
or GND, but pull it up or down via a resistor of about 10 Kohms.) 
The Register Bank, which hold the expanded functions beyond the IBM PC, are protected using a 

--
double-protection feature. If Bit 7 (Protect) of the Control Register will not be set to T using com-

---
mercially available software, IOSEL will become unnecessary. In that case, IOSEL either should 

-- --
be pulled down to ·a- level or can be used by direct coupling with the decode output (3BH or 3DH) 
for the 1/0 registers. (In the circuit example shown in CHAPTER 10, "PCDC EVALUATION BOARD," 
IOSEL is directly coupled with the decode output.) In cases where it is possible to set Protect to 
·1 ·, protection must be provided using IOSEL and two methods may be considered. One method 
sets IOSEL to a decode value that is different from the 1/0 registers. When set to 3CH, for example, 
the circuit will be as shown at the below left: 

A9-4 

DEC 
38 3D 

B 

MON SEL 

y 
IOW 

IOR 

3C 

----10SEL 

~IOW 
={!)>-!OR 

MON 

IOW 

IOR 

A9-4 

IOW 

IOR 

The other method utilizes the fact thatthe 1/0 Registers D and E are unused in CGA Mode and employs 
the same 1/0 ports as those of CGA for writing to the Register Bank, even with an MDA or HGC. 
A sample circuit for this method is shown at the above right. The MON signal therein is used by 
CGA, MDA, and HGC for switching the decode values for the 1/0 registers. 

The PCDC outputs GPE (see the, dE~scription on A16 on page 3-6-12) and PEN (see the description 
on PEN output on page 3-6-15) as thc3 Control signals for HGC. An example of the use of these signals 
is shown in the below figure (for full Hercules compatibility). 

MON 
I -MEMR GPE is made to correspond to the 4K byte G2 -MEMW 

G2 capacity of VRAM under MDA and is ANDed 
+A19 G1 with A12 to A14. In case pages or graphics will 

18 Y7 be used with HGC, however, GPE will become 17 c 
16 LS 

MEMR 
Tso that A12 to A14 will be enabled. In CGA 

138 mode, A12 and A13 are constantly being used. --MEMW 

15 
Therefore, when MON= ·a- {for use with CGA), 
the OR operation on GPE and MON will cause 

14 14' the AND circuit to operate simply as a buffer. 
Address 

13 13' Multiplexer 

12 12' 

GPE PEN 
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In Hercules PAGE mode, PEN is used in the case where the values of the memory map will be decoded 
as 80000 to 8FFFF. When PEN= ·a-, the memory map values of HGC will be decoded as 80000 to 
87FFF. When PCDC will be used in CGA mode, PEN will constantly equal ·a- and the memory map 
values will be decoded as 88000 to 8FFFF. 
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8. ELECTRICAL ~CHARACTERISTICS 

8-1. ABSOLUTE MAXll\1UM RATINGS 

Item 
!------

Supply voltage 

Input voltage 

Output voltage 

Operating temperature 

Storage temperature 

Symb ol 

Voo 

V1 

Vo 

TOP 

Tsrn 

Min. Max. 

-0.3 +7.0 

-0.3 Voo+0.3 

-0.3 Voo+ 0.3 

0 +70 

-50 + 125 

Unit 

v 
v 
v 
oc 
oc 

(Based on the reference voltage of Vss = O.OV) 

8-2. RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS FOR USE ·-------------------

Supply voltage: + 5\l ± 5% (based on Vss = O.OV) 
Operating temperature: 0-70 °C 

8-3. DC CHARACTERISTICS (Voo -- 5V ± 5°/o, Top - 0-70 °C) 

Item Sym bol Condition Min. Max. Unit 

High-level output voltag13 (for TTL driving) Vo H loH= -0.4mA 2.7 v 
Low-level output voltage1 (for TTL driving) Vo L loL=0.8mA 0.4 v 
High-level output voltag13 (for CMOS driving) Vo H lloHI < 10µA Voo-0.4 v 
Low-level output voltage1 (for CMOS driving) Vo L lloLI < 10µA 0.4 v 
High-level input voltage V1H 2.2 v 
Low-level input voltage V1L 0.8 v 
Input leak current IL -10 10 µA 

OFF status leak current ILZ -10 10 µA 

Power current (during normal operation) loo 70 mA 

Power current (during Standby) loo 10 mA 

NOTE: ______ _ 

ILZ applies while the CDO-CD7, RDO-RD15, X2, IRA4, or ESY pins are in input status or while 
the AD0/XR-AD15/GPE or MEMRDY pins are in high-impedance status. 
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8-4. AC CHARACTERISTICS (Voo - 5V ± 5°/o, Top = 0-70 °C) 

8-4-1. 110 Registers-CPU Interface (@CL - 100pF + 2LSTTL (CD0-CD1, BDIR)) 

Item 

Cycle time 

Read/Write pulse width 

Read/Write rise/fall time 

Address set-up time 

Address hold time 

Data set-up time 

Data hold time 

Data delay time 

Hold time for bus-direction switching 

Delay time for bus-direction switching 

IOW(Write) 

IOR(Read) 

it 
IOSEL 

Ao-3 

CD0-1(Write) 

CD0-1(Read) 

BDIR 

~ 

tAS -- tr 

)t 
PwH -

x 
__ too ..... 

Lt:: 

/ 
~ 

tso ..... J 

l 
'L 

I 

tos 

Symbol Min. 
- ----t--· 

tcvc 300 

PWL,PWH 120 

tr,1t 

tAS 40 

tAH 10 

tos 60 

toH 10 

too 

tBH 10 

tBO ____ ____,___ 

CYC _ _____, 
PwL --- ~ 

- :) L 

~ ll 
It&._ 

tAH __., .... - -
tf 

3. L 

J\ 
toH 

-~ 1---i 

::ll L 

~ 
.J. '-

toH 
r--:+ 

2'llo. 

1'. 
¥-

tBH 
~ 

:l. 
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Max. 

25 

100 

80 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

2V 

IV 

2V 

IV 

2V 

IV 

--

2.2V 

0.8V 

2.2V 

, ___________ , _____ i_i_" -·i~~-'·'---------------·-----



8-4-2. VRAM-CPU lnterfac4~ ((@CL - 100pF + 2LSTTL (CD0-CD1, BDIR, MEMRDY)) 

Item 

Read/Write low-level puls'~ wid 

Read/Write rise/fall times 

Address set-up time 

th 

Address hold time 

Data delay time (durinn Write) 

Data hold time (during Write) 

Data set-up time (during Read) 

Data hold time (during Read) 

Delay time for bus-direction sw 

Hold time for bus-direction swit 

MEMRDY low-level delay time 

MEMRDY high-level hold time 

NOTE: ______ _ 

itching 

Ching 

Symbol 

PwL 

tr,tf 

tAS 

tAH 

tow 

tHW 

tos 

tHR 

tso 

tBH 

tRD 

tRH 

Min. Max. Unit 

50 ns 

25 ns 

0 ns 

0 ns 

350 ns 

0 ns 

0 ns 

10 ns 

80 ns 

10 ns 

80 ns 

10 ns 

When SCT= 1, the maximum value of tow will be 3 x CK (3.5 x CK when the VRAM is of a 16 
bit bus configuration) and th1e minimum value of tos be - 0.5 x CK (MEMRDY output will be 
advanced). CK indicates synchronization of the Master Clock. 

MEMW(Write) 

MEMR(Read) 

CD0- 7(Write) 

MEMRDY 

BDIR 

____ ....., ___ _, 

tow 

t, 

tHR 

tRH 

teH 
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PwL 

2V 

IV 

2V 

IV 

2V 

IV 

2.2V 

0.8V 

High Impedance-- 2.2V 

0.8V 

2.2V 



8-4··3. VRAM-PCDC Interface 

8-4-3-1. 8-Bit Bus in SRAM Mode (@fMaster Clock = 16.257 MHz, CL = 100pF + 2LSTTL) 

Item 

CCL,OE-Address set-up time 

CCL,OEodd -Address hold time 

OE-Data set-up time 

OE-Data hold time 

EC-Data set-up time 

EC-Data hold time 

EC pulse width 

OE-CCL delay time 

EC-OE delay time 

OE-EC delay time 

XA-OE delay time (during Read) 

EC-OE delay time (during Read) 

OE pulse width (during Read) 

XA-Data set-up time (during Read) 

XA-Data hold time (during Read) 

WE-Data set-up time (during Write) 

WE-Data hold time (during Write) 

WE pulse width (during Write) 

XA-WE delay time (during Write) 

Address Disable-XA delay time 

XA-Address Enable delay time 

·--,-·~~~--.-~~-

Sy m b o I 

tAS 

tAH 

tos 

tDH 

tES 

tEH 

tEC 

toe 

tEO 

tOE 

txo 

tER 

tOR 

tRS 

tRH 

tws 

tWH 

twP 

txw 

tAX 

tXA 
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Mi n. 

14 0 

0 

20 

10 

30 

0 

0 

0 

60 

85 

20 

40 

13 

40 

85 

25 

10 

85 

20 

10 

85 

0 

40 

Typ. Max. 

150 

92 

30 

60 

150 

60 

92 

120 

92 

30 

60 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

-------·-·--·-·----·-------·-------' 



2.2V 

2.2V 

0.8V 

OE 2.2V 

0.8V 

RDo-1 
2V 

(Read) 

RDo-1 
(Write) 

E:c 
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8-4-3-2. 8-Bit Bus in DRAM Mode (@fMaster Clock = 16.257 MHz, CL = 100pf + 2LSTTL) 

Item 

t-up time Row address se 

Row address ho 

Column address 

Column address 

RAS precharge 

CAS precharge 

RAS pulse width 

CAS pulse width 

Address Disable 

XC-Address Ena 

XR-RAS set-up t 

XR-RAS hold tirr 

XC-CAS set-up t 

XC-CAS hold tirr 

CCL,CAS-Data s 

CCL,CAS-Data h 

OE,CAS-Data se 

OE,CAS-Data ho 

OE.RAS-Data se 

OE.RAS-Data ho 

EC-Data set-up t 

EC-Data hold tin 

EC pulse width 

EC-CAS delay ti 

RAS-EC delay ti 

Id time 

set-up time 

hold time 

time 

time 

-
.-XR delay time 

ble delay time 

ime 

1e 

ime 

1e 

et-up time 

old time 

t-up time 

Id time 

t-up time 

Id time 

·ime 

1e 

me 

me 

me {during Read) EC-CAS delay ti 

XC-Data set-up t 

XC-Data hold tim 

CAS-Data set-u~ 

CAS-Data hold t 

WE-CAS set-up 

WE-CAS hold tir 

ime {during Read) 

e {during Read) 

, time {during Write) 

ime {during Write) 

time {during Write) 

ne {during Write) 

Symbol Min. Typ. Max. 

tASR 0 25 

tRAH 20 30 

tASC 0 25 

tCAH 60 85 

tRP 90 

tCP 60 

tRAS 140 

tCAS 80 

tAX 0 30 

tXA 40 60 

tXRS 40 60 

tXRH 20 30 

txcs 40 60 

txcH 60 85 

tos1 20 

tDH1 10 

tos2 20 

tDH2 10 

tDS3 20 

tDH3 10 

tES 30 

tEH 0 

tEC 60 

tES 20 30 

tRE 40 60 

tER 40 60 

tRS 25 

tRH 10 

tws 20 30 

tWH 60 85 

twcs 40 60 

twcH 40 60 
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Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 



tRP tRP 

2.2V 

RAS 
0.8V 

2.2V 
ADo-7 

0.8V 

txA 

2.2V 

CAS 0.8V 

XR 2.2V 

0.8V 

xc ----- 2.2V 

tEC tES tRE tEC 0.8V 

EC ----- 2.2V 

----- ------ 0.8V 
tER 

2.2V 

CCL 

OE 2.2V 

tEs tos1 
tRH 

RDo-7 2V 

(Read) 
IV 

2V 2.2V 
RDo-7 
(Write) IV 0.8V 

2.2V 

WE 
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8-4-3-3. 16-Bit Bus in SRAM Mode (@CL = 100pf + 2LSTTL) 

·---· 
Item s 

---------------- ·--+---

CCL-Address set-up time 

CCL-Address hold time 

CCL-Data set-up time 

CCL-Data hold time 

EC-Data set-up time 

EC-Data hold time 

EC p1Jlse width 

OE-CCL delay time 

EC-OE delay time 

OE-EC delay time 

XA-0€° delay time (during Read) 

EC-01E delay time (during Read) 

OE pulse width {during Read) 

XA-Data set-up time (during Read) 

XA-Data hold time (during Read) 

WE-Data set-up time {during Write) 

WE-Data hold time (during Write) 

WE pulse width (during Write) 

XA-WE delay time {during Write) 

Addrnss Disable-XA delay time 

XA-Address Enable delay time 

ymbol 

tAS 

tAH 

tos 

tDH 

tES 

tEH 

tEC 

toe 

tEO 

toE 

txo 

tER 

tOR 

tRS 

tRH 

tws 

tWH 

twp 

txw 

tAX 

tXA 

Min. 

170 

0 

20 

10 

30 

0 

55 

80 

10 

40 

120 

40 

80 

25 

10 

80 

15 

100 

80 

40 

40 

/ 
Horizontal PEL quantity = 8-10 
fMaster Clock = 22.4 MHz 
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Typ. Min. Typ. Unit 
··-I 

180 170 180 lllS 

0 ns 

20 ins 

10 ins 

30 ns 

0 ns 

55 ns 

90 85 92 ns 

20 20 30 ns 

65 40 60 ns 

130 130 150 ns 

65 85 92 ns 

90 85 92 ns 

25 ns 

10 ns 

85 ns 

20 11S 

110 100 120 11S 

90 85 92 11S 

65 40 60 11S 

65 40 60 11s 

~~ 

Horizontal PEL quantity = 6, 7, 4 Byte 
Graphics Mode, or 4 Byte Kanji Mode 
fMaster Clock = 16.257 MHz 



CCL 

___ ,,/..Jlt--~-~\==7--1----~~-=---- 2.2V 

tAS 

ADo-15 --i._~-~~~-~~~-=----11.J . ..._;_,__-t_AH ____ rl~>-----------l~= 2.2V 

0.8V 
toe: _. ....... 

OE 

\. _ ___,_j_ __ _____,_7_++---'"'t'----+-\1\1___, ______,__/_ --;-- 0.8V 

2.2V 

~~0~} ~L.l::::j~k--1----l---+~-A-'X-IJ1~--++lr-~ -~-1--~----lt~--t~-+---T-~t-t--- ~: 
f\--V r-----i--i -v v ----- ~ "------"I 

RDo-15 
(Write) 

EC 

XA 

WE 

~ ~ tos 14- toH ~ tos .... ~DH ~ ~EH __ ,___tRs _ _,._ 14+- tRH 

2.2V 

0.8V 

-'f:==·--·-·----------+-~~r-+--j_-ll,___-+---1---+-t---- 2. 2V 

j__ ~ O.BV 

~ tAX -...... 1-- i...._1-t_EC--i.o-tE~R ....,...i ~ ~ txo --
\-- L 2.2V 

)-\_i:-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-i,----7~---- 0. 8V 

txw 

1-*"~-_,._~---- 2. 2V 
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8-4-·3-4. 16-Bit Bus in DRAM Mode (@CL= 100pf + 2LSTTL) 

Item 

dress set-up time Row ad 

Row ad 

Column 

Column 

RAS pr 

CAS pr 

RAS pu 

CAS pu 

Add res 

XC-Add 

XR-FtAS 

XR-FtAS 

XC-CAS 

xc-c;As 
CCL, CA 

CCL, CA 

CCL,.RA 

CCL, RA 

EC-Oat 

EC-Dat 

EC puls 

EC-(;AS 

RAS·-EC 

EC-C;As 

XC-Dat 

XC-Dat 

CAS·-Da 

CAS·-Da 

WE-(::;A 

WE-CA 

dress hold time 

address set-up time 

address hold time 

echarge time 

echarge time 

lse width 

lse width 

s Disable-XR delay time 

ress Enable delay time 

set-up time 

hold time 

set-up time 

hold time 

S-Data set-up time 

S-Data hold time 

S-Data set-up time 

S-Data hold time 

a set-up time 

a hold time 

e width 

delay time 

delay time 

delay time (during Read) 

a set-up time (during Read) 

a hold time (during Read) 

ta set-up time (during Write) 

ta hold time (during Write) 

S set-up time (during Write) 

S hold time (during Write) 

Symbol Min. 

tASR 20 

tRAH 20 

tASC 0 

tCAH 40 

tRP 100 

tcP 60 

tRAS 140 

tCAS 80 

tAX 40 

tXA 40 

tXRS 25 

tXRH 25 

txcs 25 

txcH 60 

tos1 20 

tDH1 10 

tos2 20 

tDH2 10 

tES 30 

tEH 0 

tEC 55 

tES 25 

tRE 40 

tER 40 

tRS 25 

tRH 10 

tws 10 

twH 60 

twcs 25 

twcH 40 
--

I 
Horizontal PEL quantity = 8-10 
fMaster Clock = 22.4 MHz 
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Typ. Min. Typ. Unit 
--

40 40 60 ns 

40 20 30 ns 

20 20 30 ns 

65 40 60 ns 

100 ns 

60 ns 

140 ns 

80 ns 

65 40 60 ns 

60 40 60 ns 

40 40 60 ns 

40 20 30 ns 

40 40 60 ns 

90 85 92 ns 

20 ns 

10 ns 

20 ns 

10 ns 

30 ns 

0 ns 

55 ns 

40 40 60 ns 

65 40 60 ns 

65 85 92 ns 

25 ns 

10 ns 

20 20 30 ns 

90 85 92 ns 

40 40 60 ns 

65 40 60 ns 
-~ 

1 
Horizontal PEL quantity = 6, 7, 4 Byte 
Graphics Mode, or 4 Byte Kanji Mode 
fMaster Clock = 16.257 MHz 



RAS 

CAS 

XR 

xc 

EC 

CCL 

RDo-1 s 
(Write) 

WE 

RP RP 
i----- I-----

~'~'~~'~~~--~----~~~~--~---~~Cr---~---------z-~~--- 2.2V 

l\~~--~--~--~·~--------"~-E--~--+-~----~~--+-x---- 0.8V 

tASR tRAH -- tcAS tcAS J 
r----~ ~ - ~ 

i------·~ _L ___ ....,_ __ =~ ~ 

2.2V ---<------~---~ ~~~-~r-+-~--t-~~J~ 

I\ • ..; , -:} ~ 0. 8V 
tAsC tcAH tcp i---- i---::-.:.--- txA-- I--

--r---"'"\~ I ~ L v-
~:_JI ~~~-·~~}~v-+-+-~~r------ftj~-

2.2V 

0.8V 

tRAS ""' ... ____ -+----'I~ tAx txRS txRH 
f4-ili- ~ ~ 

i~\1r---+----vf--17'----t-+----+---- 2. 2V 

~"-.-----+----+--t----+---- 0. 8V 

2.2V 

0.8V 

::i\ j_v 2.2V 

·~-+-----------+--rc:::::::T'k-__,'-+-----+--+---~-r---~ 0.8V 

2.2V \ ---1------+----.) \_.,/i 
2V 

IV 

1-----~- 2.2V 
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8-4-4. Control Data Interface (@CL - 100pf + 2LSTTL) 

Item Symbol Min. Typ. Max. Unit 
-. ---

Vsv Data set-up time vs 100 ns 

Vsv Data hold time VH 20 ns 

EC\_/ v 
~~~~~~Jtr~:~~~-~--~·~--~~~~~s~:~-~~~~:: 

·----2.2V 

Vsv -------------

The Control Data is valid when the rising edge of VSY occurs outside the display time (when 
NOTE:_ _ ~ 

lit: ocGurs during the horizontal/vertical retrac~ne time). In such a case, which includes the 
Contrnl Data output time, the RAS, CAS, and OE pins will go high. 

8-4-5. Monitor Interface 

PCDC i:s capable of a diversity of interfacing methods for various monitors due to its settin~1 of the 
Register Bank. The examples introduced for reference herein describe the LCD and CRT. 

8-4-5-1. LCD (@CL = 1100pF (Capacitive load only)) 

Item 

-LC set-up time 

-LC hold time 

high-level pulse width 

FLM 

FLM 

LC 

LC

SCK 

DAT 

DAT 

LC, 

SCK 

SCK 

ECK 

ELK 

ELK 

ECK 

ECK 

ECK 

Md 

SCK delay time 

-LC delay time 

A-SCK set-up time 

A-SCK hold time 

SCK, ECK rise/fall times 

pulse width 

cycle time 

set-up time-·1 

hold time-1 

high-level pulse width-1 

set-up time-·2 

hold time-2 

high-level pulse width-2 

elay time 

Symbol 

tFLS 

tFLH 

tLH 

tLSD 

tSLD 

toss 

tDSH 

tr, tf 

tsH, tsL 

tsc 

tES1 

tEH1 

tEWH1 

tES2 

tEH2 

tEWH2 

to 
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Min. Typ. 

1 

1 

Bx CK 

0.6 

0.4 

tsc/2 

tsc/2 

Tsc/2 

tsc 

2xCK 

tsc/2-2xCK 

tsc/2 

4xCK 

4xCK 

4xCK 

------------·-·-·------------·----

Max. Unit 

µS 

µs 

ns 

µS 

µS 

ns 

ns 

30 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

30 ns 



NOTES: _____ _ 

1. CK represents the Master Clock cycles. 
2. The SCK cycle time (tsc) is the product of the quantity of data transmission bits times CK. 

With 2 Bit Even/Odd, for example, tsc = 2 x CK. Since tsc will be doubled for a two- screen 
LCD (dual-drive type). For 48it Parallel, for example, tsc = 2 x 4 x CK = 8 x CK. 

3. ECK becomes valid during 48it Parallel Mode. 
4. Values listing only a Typical value with no Min. value, should be considered as follows: Typ. 

- 30 ns = Min. 

LDo-7 r=x 
SCK 

LC 

FLM 

ECK 

M 

-tr,) 
c-·Ls 

_/ -

_,c 
LSD' 

-------I-----+----+--+---- Voo-0.8V 

tsc 

---------+----+--- Voo-0.8V 

te:s2 

-+-------------'~--------- Voo-0.8V 

-tr-------------------- 0.8V 
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8-4-5-2. CRT (@fMaster· Clock = 14.318 MHz, CL= 100pf + 2LSTTL) 

Item 

HSY pulse width 

HSY-CSY delay time 

CSY-Color Burst delay time 

CSY-BFP delay time 

BFP time width 

Color Burst time width 

Color Burst-Left Border delay time 

Left Be>rder time width 

Right Border time width 

Right Border-Hsy delay time 

Vertical displayed time width 

Vsy-Top Border delay time 

Top Be>rder time width 

Bottom Border time width 

Bottom Border-Vsy delay time 

Horizontal displayed time width 

Hsy cycle 

Vsy cycle 

Vsy pulse width 

Output rise/fall times 
-----------

Symbol Min. 

tHW 

tHCD 

tcco 

tCBD 

tBFW 

tCBW 

tCLD 

tLW 

tRW 

tRHD 

tHDW 

tvrn 

trw 

tBW 

tBVD 

tvow 

tPH 

tPV 

tvw 

tr, tf _ _....__ ___ , _____ _._ _______ ___.___ 

Typ. 

4.47 

0.56 

0.7 

1.19 

2.23 

2.1 

1.4 

2.5 

5.3 

1.96 

44.7 

773 

1.53 

1.4 

55 

12.74 

63.7 

16.69 

191 

Max. Unit 
--

µs 

µs 

µS 

µS 

µS 

µS 

µs 

µs 

µs 

µS 

µs 

µS 

ms 

ms 

µs 

ms 

µS 

ms 

µs 

30 ns 
--'------J 

NOTE: . . 

LThe above timing applies to the case where the CGA-Standard values have been set at the 6845.J 
registers. (See subsection 3-1-18, "Sample Setting Values using IBM PC") 
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HSY 

CSY 

BST 

BFP 
(LDo) 

BLA 

LD4-7 

VSY 

CSY 

BLA 

LD4-7 

tPH 

2.2V 

----s 
tHCD 

-~ 

0.8V 

tcco tcsw tcLD 

-----------+----- -----0.SV 

tcso 

-=t"I,_ 
--~~ --------+-------- 0.8V 

-------------1.f-, _____ ...,,.-i---------+-------- 0.8V 

_____ tPV 

1------------·------·-------------...J 

--------- ,-------.......1 

~t- __ tvo~ ___ __.._ts.:.:.a.Jw 

__ _]-
------------
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8-4-6. External Clock 

U
:lock frequency-1

110

m 

:lock frequency-2 

Clock duty 
~~~- -~~~. 

NOTE:_ 

j~y:1boij-M:n·1 
tc2 1 

Duty 40 
·-·--- --

Typ. 

50 

Max. Unit 

16.35 MHZ 

22.5 MHZ 

60 % 

tH tL 
Duty=- or-

tcvc tcvc 

An external clock of "clock frequency - 1" will apply in cases where the VRAM data bus has 
a 16-·bit bus configuration with a horizontal font size of 6, 7 PELs or in 4 Byte Graphics Mode 
or 4 Byte Kanji Mode, or in cases where the VRAM data bus has an 8-bit bus configuration. 
11 Clock frequency - 2" will apply in all other cases when the VRAM data bus has a 16-bit bus 
configuration. 

8-4-7. Terminal Capacity 

Item 

Input terminal 

Output terminal 

Input/Output terminals 

Output ~oad capacity 

Symbol 
·--~-

C1 

Co 

C1/o 

CL 

Condition 

No load 

No load 
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Min. Max. Unit 

8 PF 

10 PF 

12 PF 

100 PF 



9. PACKAGE OlJlrLINES 

9-1. 100-PIN QFP 

9-2. 84-PIN PLCC 
30.23 

29.29 ----------.... 

M m 
N N 
d a) 
M N 

54 

12 32 

53 

33 

87 

s: -
)> z 
:n ~ 
AX 
)> 
:n 
m 
)> 

24.3 ±0.4 

4.55 

(J1 ..... 

(J1 
0 

""O 
9 
m 
01 
-I 
-< 
""O 

...... 
0 
0 

I 
0 w 
-I 
-< 
""O 

PK 1 OOFPl-20-2 

PK84~ Pl-00-1 



10. PCDC EVALUATION BOARD 

This chapter describes the Graphics Board which was designed for evaluation of PCDC and is 
compatible with CGA, MDA, and HGC for the IBM PC. The main specifications of this Graphics Board 
are as follows: 

VA.AM Used: One 256K SAAM with a 32k byte x 8 bit configuration 

VRAM Data Bus: 8-bit bus configuration 

Co1nnectable Monitors: IBM color/monochrome monitor, EGA monitor, NTSC-Standard com
posite input CRT, and various Panels (LCD, Plasma Display, EL) 

Fonts Used: 8 by 8 PELs (Double PEL Font) or 8 by 14 PELs 

Light Pen Connection: Possible 

Printer Interface: None 

A switch (SW3) is provided for enabling selection of the default status after Power Start-Up as CGA, 
MDA or HGC. In case of a standard combination of software and a monitor, therefore, initialization 
by software becomes unnecessary. (The VRAM type and data bus configuration are also initialized 

-- --
by hardware according to the level of LDT pin and LSW pin at RESET, which are set to "1" by pull-up 
resistors. After resetting, the clock input terminals function as X1 terminals - input 16.257 µHz to 
these terminals in the case of MDA and HGC.) SW1 is used for switching the higher-address decode 
values for the 1/0 registers and memory into values for use by CGA, MDA or HGC. SW2 is used for 
font selection. 
A 640 by 400 PEL LCD,, plasma display or EL will require a power supply other than + SV and -12V 
(such as -25V, + 200V, + 15V, + 30V, etc.), so connect such voltages directly to the Panel from the 
outside of the board. 
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10-1.LIST OF CONNECTORS ---

IBM System Expansion Slots 
r----~- ~-·-~---~-

Pin Name Name Pin 
--t--~-------~-------j ---

A I GND Bl 

A 2 +D7 +RESET 8 2 

A 3 +06 +5v B 3 

A 4 +D5 B 4 

A 5 +D4 B 5 

A 6 +D3 B 6 

A 7 +02 -12V B 7 

A 8 +DI B 8 

A 9 +DO + 12V B 9 

AIO +1/0 CHRDY GND BIO 

A 11 +AEN -MEMW 8 11 

A12 +A 19 -MEMR 812 

A 13 +A 18 -IOW 813 

Al4 +A 17 -IOR 814 

A15 +A 16 815 

Al6 +A 15 816 

A 17 +A 14 817 

Al8 +A 13 818 

Al9 +A 12 819 

A 20 +A 11 B 20 

A 21 +A 10 821 

A 22 +A 9 822 

A 23 +A 8 B 23 

A 24 +A 7 B 24 

A 25 +A 6 B 25 

A 26 +A 5 B 26 

A 27 +A 4 8 27 

A 28 +A 3 828 

A 29 +A 2 +5v B 29 

A30 +A I +osc 8 30 

A31 +A 0 GND B 31 

NOTE: Except for Panels, all con-
nections have thie same pin 
arrangement: as that of the 
IBM PC. 
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For the Panel 

Pin Name 

I 

2 M 

3 LC 

4 SCK 

5 ECK 

6 LDo 

7 LOI 

8 LD2 

9 LD3 

10 LD4 

11 LD5 

12 LD6 

13 LD7 

14 +5v 

15 FLM 

For the IBM Monitor 
(D-Shell Connector) 

Pin Name 

I GND 

2 2nd R 

3 DR 

4 DG 

5 DB 

6 DI 

7 Video 

8 HSY 

9 VSY 

For the Light Pen 

Pin Name 
-

Name 

GND 

GND 

GND 

GND 

GND 

GND 

GND 

GND 

GND 

GND 

GND 

GND 

GND 

GND 

-12V 

I - Light Pen lnput(/LDT) 

2 

3 -Light Pen Switch(/LSW) 

4 GND 

5 +5v 

6 +12v 

Pin 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 



10-2. CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 

IBM-PC 
G2 

~ G2 
GI 

From 

+A/9-

18-

17-

16-

--c 

15-

14~ 
13 

12 

II 

-

----B 

H:E>1 A 

ID -

9-
-~ 

-.....-
7 

-

~r Y7 

LS 
138 

~ 
LS244 

A 

G 
I 

LS244 

y 

6 
5-
4-

3 
·--.-1 A y 

+AEN 

-,ow 

-/OR 

-MEMW 

-MEMR 

+l/O CHFlDY 

+RESET 

+D7 

6 --

4 --

3 --

I --

0 

_....._ 

~. @ 
[ABCGlilHl'l 

LS/38 
Y7 

v 

• r+v-
1=-r+)c 

---

B 

--------! 

+osc---·-

........ ---·-·---------·-------------

G 

I 
~ 

'-- A3 
...___ 2 

..____ I 

0 

/IOSEL 

/OW 

/OR 

~ 
MEMW 

MEMR 

MEMRDY 

RESET 

_[ BDIR 

D/I~ 
..___ CD7 

1-- 6 ..___ 
5 ..___ 4 

A,___ 3 
f-----1 2 

LS;~45 f-----1 I 

G f-----1 0 

l~ 

-
0 - NM "Cj" Ui C..O r- 00 O'l 0 - NM ..,. L(l 

0 - -
<( w 

Cl.. s 

PCDC 

:!!: I-

- N 
C/) 0 
_J ~ x x '--

~] 
~ 

._.__, 
~ ~ IOK 

osc ~ 
-0 

0 0 
I 6.257MHz 

From Light-Pen 
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,.._ <D 
0 

A/4 
13 

12 

II 

I 0 

9 
8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

I 

0 

l11 
L()"Cj"MN-0 

/CE 

32KX8 

SRAM /WE 

/OE 

(VRAM) 

Connect to 
RD Bus 

- RD7 

n. 
~ 
r---i 

w w 
~::: 



RD Bus 

D 

FONQ 
O--W\r- '~ A 12 

IOK ~ 11 
1---1, 

LS374 ~ LS374 

1---1 

Q 1---1 D 
J------1 

~ 

CK J------1 CK 

""'"• 
• 

I 0 

9 
8 

7 

6 
5 
4 

3 

2 

I 

0 
C> -- N 
0 

BK x 8 /OE 

EPROM 

/CE 

(CG ROM) 

(V) """ LO (.() r-

ITT 
).) 

..___,------+---+--+--+--+---11 Cl< 

D 

LS374 

Q 

G t--

~ Composite Output 

> Li)? C) r---?' C) 

--+---1---1--1-----+---~------_,_------_,____,___ ______ ___J ANvl 
--+-l-----+---~--~-----+---+--+---1---1-------~------l 

---l----+------------+----1---i---l---1------~--------J AAA 

C>-NMo::::::f"LI1<..0r-
0 
a:: 

~en~=~~:::~ 
a:: 

PCDC 

_J 

u 
u 

>-MN-OU 
en <x: w w Cl:'. --...__ 

--...__ y 

HC244 

A 

LD71----~._,_ ___ .___+--J--l---1f----l---I 

Ii t------11--11------<-11-l--~l--l----I 
!i 1--------1---1->----------+--+-4----I 

To Panel 
t--LD7 
I-- 6 

t--
4 l--

:Jl--------1---1--1---1------+-4----I A y l----

"t------1---1-+-+-l--a----+--+---I HC244 1--

11--------1---1--1---1--1--+----+-4----I 1----

0 t-------1--1-+-+-l--+----+-4--i., __ .. 1----

VSY t--------1---1-1--1--1--+---. 

H SY t--------1---1-+-+-l--+--+---A--+-4----I 1----ECK 

CS Y t--------1---1-+-+-l--+--+--+--e---+---1 A I--- FLM 

BST y 1----SCK 

/BLA HC244 1--LC 

RA4 t---M 

SW3 

A 

LS244 

y 

To IBM Monitor 

~ 
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10-3. INITIALIZATION SETTINGS -----------

In case the software and monitor used are different from the standard combination, initiallization 
by software will be required after system start-up. (Once initialization has been performed, IBM 
PC software will be capable of being used as is without requiring any modification.) The initial setting 
of the Ftegister Bank is achieved using the following procedure. (Any Read/Write operations with 
respect to VRAM shall be performed after initialization is completed.) 

1. Set Bit 7 (Protoct) of the Control/ID Register to· 1 ·. (Though IOSEL must be set to ·o- to enable 
writing to the Register Bank, because IOSEL is decoded by the PCDC Evaluation Board as 
3DH or 3BH, the selection of an 1/0 register automatically sets IOSEL to ·a-.) 

2. Set Bit 7 (45S) of the Register Bank Address 3FH to T (thereby enabling a negative value 
to be written in case Vsy. Offset is used). 

3. Write the Register Bank's leading address OOH from 1/0 Register D. (20H is written if the 
Color Palette will not be used.) 

4. Write the data to the Register Bank from 1/0 Register E. (The addresses of the Register 
Bank are provided with an Auto Increment function, so the following data will be sequentially 
written.) 

5. After completing the writing of the data required for initialization, set Bit 7 (Protect:) of the 
Control/ID Register to ·o- (to inhibit any latter attempts to write to the Register Bank). 

The tables of the next two pages show sample initialization settings. (For correspondence 
with CGA software, llNH is set to T to prevent the screen from flashing during scrolling. 
The Hatching display is set for monitor types having a high display response speed, such 
as the IBM monochrome monitor, plasma display, and EL panels; Gray Scaling is set for 
monitor types having a slow display response speed, such as an LCD.) 

The first character of a file name represents the type of software used. (For example, the 
"C" in "CCOL." signifies software for the Color/Graphics Monitor Adapter, and the, "H" of 
"HMON" signifies software for a Hercules Graphic Card or Monochrome Display Adapter.) 
The remaining characters represent the type of monitor used. 

COL: IBM color monitor or an NTSC-Standard composite input CRT 

ECiA: IBM EGA monitor 

MON: IBM monochrome monitor 

LC:D4: 640 by 400 PEL LCD (1/200-duty two-screen LCD of single-drive type) 
(Seiko Electronics' F642F, etc.) 
The numeric values enclosed in parentheses correspond to a 1/200-duty two·-screen 
LCD of dual-drive type. 
(Tottori Sanyo Electric's LCM-5213-01A, Seiko Electronics' F642F, etc.) 
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LCD2: 640 by 200 PEL LCD (1/100-duty two-screen LCD of dual-drive type) 
(Optrex's DMF613, Hitachi's LM236SB, Sharp's LM64007G, etc.) 

LCD1: 640 by 200 PEL 1/200-duty one-screen LCD 
(Hitachi's LM250X, Sharp's LM640·12w, etc.) 

PLA: 640 by 400 PEL plasma display 
(Matsushita Electronics' MD400F640PD2) 

EL: 640 by 400 PEL EL panel 
(Sharp's LJ640U06). 

Conformity to panel specifications will be achieved by using an 18 MHz Master Clock with LCD4 
and PLA, and using an 8.5 to 10 MHz Master Clock with LCD2 and LCD1. The 16 bit bus configuration 
is necessary because the master clock upper limit: 16.35 MHz will be surpassed. 
Modification of the initialization settings will enable other LCDs (of 2 Bit Even/Odd type) or plasma 
displays to be easily connecte~d. And by modifying the Color Palette, a display of the desired Gray 
Scaling or Hatching patterns can be achieved. 
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Correspondence with So1ftware for CGA 

Bank 

"ddres 

00,01 

02,03 

04,0S 

06,07 

08,09 

OA,OB 

OC,OD 

OE,OF 

10,11 

12,13 

14,1 S 

16, 17 

18,19 

IA,IB 

IC,ID 

IE,IF 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2S 

26 

27 

28 

29 

2A 

2B 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

3S 

36 

37 

38 

39 

3A 

3B 

3C 

3D 

3E 

3F 

Bank Data CCOL 
s 

Color Palette # 0 

Color Palette #I 

Color Palette # 2 

Color Palette # 3 

Color Palette # 4 

Color Palette # s 
Color Palette # 6 

I 

Color Palette # 7 

Color Palette # 8 

Color Palette # 9 

Color Palette # 10 

Color Palette # 11 

Color Palette # 12 

Color Palette # 13 

Color Palette # 14 

Color Palette #IS 

Duty 

Hsize 
r-----------

Vadj 

SCT SCU Hadj 00 
--1------ ---------r---------- ------------ -

MON ULE /~~Mo 2 F~N o 02 

SYTH HERC SRAM BBUS IGCP BINH T ICLKO 30 

PA4 AIS EXP PB l PAG 00 l 0 2 I 0 

I LS 0 I IEN EXTS llNH ACM CPL£ Pf[ 08 

swc VST SSY SSCK H/E R/M I ~SC~ 00 

~BY RREG ESI~ 4 
EH 00 3 2 I 0 

TST "I SS 00 2 I 0 4 3 2 I 0 

CON 00 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 0 --- -~---------------------------------

Horiz. Total 
-

Hsy. Offset 
--

Vsy. Offset 
!-----------------------

Sync. Width 

Vert. Total 

x x x Vert.Adjust 
---1 

x x x Max.Scan 

[F/O I 1n:is; Cur. Offset 00 

Horiz. Total 

Hsy. Offset 
---

Vsy. Offset 
1----------- -------

Sync. Width 
/---·-·--·-------------

Vert. Total 
------

x x x Vert.Adjust 

x x x Max.Scan 

45SI ,Goso UL.Position 07 
--- ------- - - ---------- -- --- ---···- -----------.--- ----

--------·------- ----

CEGA 

00,00 

00,01 

00,02 

00,03 

00,04 

00,0S 

00,06 

00,07 

01,SO 

01,01 

00,12 

01,13 

00,44 

Ol ,4S 

OO,S6 

Ol,S7 
~----

00 
1--· --····· 

02 

BS 

I 

00 

OB 

00 

00 

00 

00 
---

SD 

F7 

FD 

DA 

19 

02 

OD 

IB 
--

2E 

FB 

F4 

DS 

67 

02 

01 

4C 

94 

----- ---------.-----.-----~-----------~---~ 

c MON CLCD4 CLCD2 CLCDI CPLA CEL 

-· -·-- --···- -------+--··-----+------- --

00 ,00 00,00 (00, 00) 00,00 

00 ,00 00,00 (00, 0 I) 00,00 

03 ,60 02,20 (02, 22) 03,60 

03 ,60 

,60 

,60 

,00 

,00 

,00 

,00 

,60 

,60 

,60 

,60 

,00 

,00 

02 

02 

01 

01 

04 

04 

07 

07 

06 

06 

OS 

OS 
1----

f----

00 

00 

00 

00 

03 

BS 

00 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

6 

B 

0 

0 

0 

F8 

D F 

I 

0 

0 

I 

3 

OF 

9 

6 

D 

B 

s 
F 

D 

F 

F 

0 

7 

0 

0 

2 

9 

2 

c 

02,20 

02,00 

02,00 

01,00 

01,00 

00,00 

00,00 

02,20 

02,20 

02,00 

02,00 

01,00 

01,00 

- -

(02, 23) 03,60 

(02, 04) 02,60 

(02, 05) 02,60 

(0 I, 06) 01,00 

(0 I, 07) 01,00 

(00, 10) 

(00, 11) 

(02, 32) 

(02, 33) 

(02, 14) 

(02, 15) 

(01, 16) 

00,00 

00,00 

03,60 

03,60 

02,60 

02,60 

01,00 

(0 I, 17) 0 I ,00 
--+----------~ 

C7 63 (200L) 00 (I OOL) 00 00 

4F 

OF 

01 

02 

Bl 

00 

OB 

II 

00 

00 

4F(9F) 

OF 

01 

02 

Bl 

80 

8B 

67(66) 

00 

00 

9F 

07 

01 

02 

BO 

80 

8B 

6E 

13 

00 

00 00 

SS SS 

F6(F8) 

FD 

OA 

9 

00 

07 

F8 

FD 

OA 

19 

00 

07 

4F 4F 

07 (25) /oE 
01 (13) / IF 

02 02 

BO (30) 31 

80 00 

8B 8B 

Cl 

00 

00 

6S 

00 

00 

00 00 00 

SS (71) 

F6 (00) 

FD (00) 

OA 

19 (IF) 

00 (06) 

07 

S9 S3 

DC 

FD 

QA 

19 

00 

07 

F4 

FD 

OA 

19 

00 

07 

60 00 00 60 60 
----!- ····-------+-------+-------- ----

2A 2A 2A (38) 2C 29 

FB(FC) FC FB (00) EE FA 

F4 

QA 

67 

00 

01 

67 

F4 

OA 

67 

00 

01 

07 

F4 (00) 

OA 

67 (7F) 

00 (06) 

01 

07 

F4 

OA 

67 

00 

01 

67 

F4 

O.A 

67 

00 

01 

67 

______ ,,,_ __ ._ ___ .___,,, __________ , __________________________ ,,_, ________________ ___ 



Correspondence with Software for MD.A and HGC 

Bank 

Address 
Bank Data HMON HEGA 

00,0 I Color Palette # 0 00,00 

02,03 Color Palette # I 00,0 I 

04,05 Color Palette # 2 00,02 

06,07 Color Palette # 3 00,03 

08,09 Color Palette # 4 00,04 

OA,OB Color Palette # 5 00,05 

OC,OD Color Palette # 6 00,06 

OE.OF Color Palette # 7 OO,D7 

IO, I I Color Palette # 8 01,50 

12, I 3 Color Palette # 9 01,0 I 

14, I 5 Color Palette # I 0 OQ, 12 

16, I 7 Color Palette # I I 0 I, 13 

18, 19 Color Palette # 12 00,44 

I A, I B Color Palette # 13 01,45 

IC, ID Color Palette # 14 00,56 

IE, IF Color Palette # 15 01,57 

HCOL 

1-------+------------1-----·--+--·------+-----
20 Dufy 

21, Hsize 

22 Va~ 

23 SCT SCU J Hadj . 00 00 00 

1---24---+-M-ON ULE J 2 G~M 0 I 2 F~~~~~3 
--+--------! ----

E2 E2 

25 SYTH HERC SRAM 8BUS 16CP BINH j ,cLKo F5 F5 74 

26 ~~-A_l5 ~l1_:~~L:-~-G--~ 00 00 00 

27 1 LS 0 -~TS llNH ACM CPLE PRE 00 03 01 

28 SWC VST SSY SSCK H/E R/MI~sc~ 00 00 00 

29 ffEsi~-4 3 E2H I ~~ 00 00 00 

2A TST l SS 00 
2 I 0 4 3 2 I 0 00 00 

2B 7 6 5 ;oN3 2 I 0 00 00 QO 

30 Horiz. Total SD 
r----------------~ 

31 Hsy. Offset FF 
f----------------

32 Vsy. Offset 00 
f----------------

33 Sync. Width DA 
r------------------

34 Vert. Total 19 
r------~--------H 

35 X X X Vert. Adjust 02 
r-------------

36 X X X Max. Scan OD 

37 ~TDs~+-- Cur. Off~t- 00 00 
·-----+-~~---~--------ir-----t------

38 Horiz. Total 2E 
f--------------~ 

39 Hsy. Offset FA 

3A Vsy. Offset 0 I 
f--------------~ 

38 Sync. Width D5 

3C Vert. Total SB 

3D X X X Vert. Adjust 00 

3E X X X Max. Scan 03 

71 

06 

Q3 

OA 

IF 

06 

Q7 

05 

Q7 3F 45SI ,Goso UL. Position OC OC 
'-----~·--'-------'-------------'L-------_J__-----'-----

95 

----, 

HLCD4 HLCD2 HLCDI HPLA HEL 

---j 

00,00 00,00 

00,00 00,00 

00,00 00,00 

00,0Q 00,00 

Q0,00 00,00 

00,00 00,00 

00,00 00,00 

01,00 01,00 
<--- <--- <---

00,0Q 00,00 

00,00 00,00 

00,00 00,00 

Q0,00 00,00 

00,00 00,00 

00,00 00,00 

00,00 00,00 

02,20 03,60 
--1 ··------

C7 63 00 00 00 

4F(9F) 9F 4F 4F 4F 

OF 07 07 OE OF 

01 01 01 IF 01 
---1 -- -------~ ---------

E2 E2 E2 E2 E2 

F5 F4 F4 75 F5 

80 80 80 00 00 

83 83 83 83 03 

67(66) GE 65 Cl 11 

00 13 00 00 00 

00 00 00 00 00 

00 00 00 00 00 
--1----- --------1 

55 55 55 59 53 

FE(OO) 00 FE E4 FC 

00 00 00 00 00 

OA OA OA OA OA 

19 19 19 19 19 

00 00 00 00 00 

07 07 07 07 07 

65 05 05 65 65 
·-----t--

2E 2D 2D 

FE(FF) EE FD 

08 08 Q8 

QA QA QA 

67 67 67 

QQ OQ OQ 

Q3 Q3 03 

07 Q7 Q7 Q7 Q7 
----'--------------' 



NOTES: __________ _ 

1. The 6845 Preset Data (for Graphics Modes) have not been set because the 720 by !348 PEL 
display of HGG software cannot be displayed using either the 640 by 200 PEL display of an 
IBM color monitor or the 640 by 200 PEL display of an LCD. 

2. For the 640 by 400 PEL display of a Panel or the 640 by 350 PEL display of an EGA monitor, 
the above setting enables the display of 640 dots from the left in the case of HGC software 
for a 720 by 348 PEL display. (With an EGA monitor, however, a looped scan line will be 
displayed at the right edge of the screen.) 

3. Simultaneous display of an IBM color monitor and a 640 x 200, 1/200 duty one-screen LCD, 
can be enabled when a value in ( ) for the CLCDC is used (The SCK frequency, however, 
will be 3.5 MH:z, exceeding the panel specified frequency of 2.5 MHz). 

---·-
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